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Abstract

A survey of vocational interests and attitudes of students in Grade
Ten was conducted to clarify further directions for vocational education
curriculum and career guidance at Windsor High School. The sample
consisted of 439 students in Grade Ten, a random sample of 100 students in
Grade Twelve, and 70 faculty members. To derive as complete a picture as
possible, a variety of standardized and specially developed instruments was
used. The assessment included questionnaires in each of the following
areas: faculty and student attitudes toward vocational education,
vocational education curriculum and career guidance needs, vocational
interests and attitudes toward work.

The assessment findings led to the following conclusions. In general,
students lacked career awareness, information and certainty about their
vocational plans. In addition, a large proportion of students were unsure
or were not planning to attend college. Although an overwhelming majority
of students indicated a need for help in career planning, the stddents gave
only lukewarm support to any of the proposed st.ategies for expansion of
vocational education services and career counseling. The faculty surveyed
felt positively about vocational education as part of the school
curriculum. In general, the vocational education faculty was more uniform
in their attitudes; the non-vocational education group, however, had more
teachers "uncertain" about the direction of expansed services at Windsor
High school. Non-vocational teachers supported having exploratory courses
at-the elementary and junior high school levels. Teachers-and students

--- indicated a need for parents to be informed about the values of vocational
education.

Recommendations based on the above conclusions included; the
establishment of a coordinator position invested with the authority to

- initiate and implement additional vocational education services;
modification, if necessary, of the curriculum to provide viable
a:ternatives for the large proportion of students not planning to attend
college; fostering an attitude of career awareness in all students;
in-service education about possibilities in vocational.education
(e.g.. curricular clusters) for both teachers and students; active
involvement of faculty and students in the discussion and planning phase
of developing new vocational education services; improved communication
between parent and the school about vocational education; and improvement
of the image of individual counseling so that it is more attractive to
students. Until such time as programs are established for expansion of
vocational education services, a vocational guidance system such as the
one proposed by John. L. Holland (see Reference list) should be
implemented and encouraged among students.

3
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

In order to design and develop appropriate vocational education

programs and resources, Windsor High School, under the leadership of

Sheldon A. Levine, Vice-Principal, appliad for and was awarded a Vocational

Needs Assessment Grant from the Division of Vocational Education,

Connecticut State Department of Education. The assessment project attempted

to answer the following questions:

1. What are the vocational needs and interests of students at Windsor
High School?

2. What programs and resources need to be developed and utilized within the
school to meet these needs?

3. What organizational procedures, practices, or structures need to be
modified or adapted to accommodate these needs?

A research team from Educational Research Associates designed and

conducted a survey of the vocational interests and attitudes of students in

Grade Ten, the attitudes of faculty members, and the attitudes of a

representative group of graduating seniors to clarify future directions for

curricular offerings and career guidance at Windsor High School. Specific

assessment objectives included:

1. a determination of the extent of existing vocational
opportunities and resources at Windsor High School;

2. identification of the vocational needs and interests
enrolled in Grade Ten at "indsor High School;

3. assessment of student attitudes toward career aspirations and
vocational education.

education

of students

4. determination of the presence and extent of further need at Windsor High
School for: (a) vocational education curricular, (b) career counseling,
(c) vocational education values and philosophy;

5. a determination of the priorities which the school (administrators,
faculty, and student population) attaches to these needs;

6. assessment of the gap bAtween
resources and programs;

7. determination of the need for
resources to close this gap.

existing and "needed" vocational education

internal modifications and external



PROCEDURE

The,Vocational Needs Assessment consisted of two phases: planning and
data collection. The first chase concentrated on identifying specific

informational needs and attitudes of students and faculty. 1 group of

Windsor High School faculty members (from the departmerif.a-of Business

Education, home Economics, Vocational Education, Industrial Arts, Guidance,

English and Social Studies) served as consultants to the project; it is

interesting to note that only two teachers from the traditional "academic"

subjects volunteered to serve on the advisory committee. In individual

in-depth interviews, each of the teachers expressed his suggestions for the

assessment and provided valuable background data about the school and

student body. The staff consultants also provided feedback on the

appropriateness of survey questionnaires developed for the students and

faculty attitude assessment.

Tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade students also were interviewed to

assess their attitudes toward vocational education and to identify issues

to be incorporated into the survey questionnaires to be given to the entire

tenth grade class. The first phase ended with the selection and development

of instruments for surveying vocational needs at !Findsor High School. The

second phase of the vocational needs assessment consisted of collection,

analysis, and internretation of data.

8
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I. THE INTERVIEWS

Two sets of structured interviews, one with Vindsor High School advisory

committee members and one with selected Windsor High School students, were

conducted to yield information helpful in the selection of appropriate

testing instruments for the vocational needs assessment. The interview

method was chosen for two reasons: it Permitted the respondent to freely

discuss issues he deemed important and it allowed the interviewer to explore

initial questions (posed by the project evaluators) for their importance

and relevance to the faculty and students at large.

Faculty Interviews

In late February, 1972, thirteen faculty members on the Assessment

Planning Committee were interviewed individually. The purposes of the

interviews were to explore each teacher's ideas about vocational education

and to delineate subject areas for inclusion in pre-survey interviews with

students. The faculty interviews revealed several salient and recurring

themes:

1. the importance of parental and teacher attitudes toward vocational
education;

2. the influence of school faculty and administration on the success or
failure of vocational education programs;

3. the need for a full time career counselor or guidance counselor
interested in vocational information;

4. the goals of high school education including the learning of a
marketable skill to provide areal option to work after graduation;

5. the involvement of local industry in vocational education; ..40

6. the need for additional courses, staff and facilities for an adequate
vocational education program;

7. inclusion of a cross section of students for individual interviews.

9
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Student Interviews

A total of thirty -eight students were interviewed, individually or in

small groups during the first few weeks in 1arch. The nurposes of the

student interviews were:

1. to explore student feelings about vocational education and
occupational information available at Uindsor High School, and

2. to delineate subject areas for inclusion in survey instruments
for the tenth grade.

The results of these interviews were as follows:

Population Description. The students interviewed fell into the

following age and sex categories:
Girls Boys

Tenth Grade 14 12
Eleventh Grade 0 2
Twelfth Grade 4 6

Thirty-one students (82%) described their present school program as college

preparatory, five described it as non-college, and two indicated a mixed

program.

Future Educational Plans. About half the students (20 out of 30) said

that they planned to attend a four-year college; six others planned to

attend a one or twoyear school after graduation. Nine students were

unsure of their future plans, and three planned to find a job.

Type of Future Work Planned. Seven students were undecided about the

type of work they might pursue. Of the thirty-one students who indicated

some job possibilities, many knew their aptitudes and/or interests but

could not translate these skills and interests into potential vocations.

When asked how they made job choices, the student responses fell into

the following categories:

10
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Number Res.2.9nding
Relative in this field 14
Talked tc orofessional in

this field 7
Teacher in this subject area 6
feiend in this field 4

(Seven students unecided about career pohsi:-Alities)

It appears that those students 4ho haC sore vocatienal_possibilities

had had personal contact with someone in their selected field.

Role of School in Career Decisions. In answer to the question, "How

helpful is the school in helping veu to decide on a career?', thirty...three

students (87 %) indicated that the school was 'not very helpful: four

students found the school -somewhat" helpful an.i one student said that it

was 'very helpful,

On a subjective level, riany students seemed unsure of their job

futures ond wanted counseling itelp. By the last day of interviewing, many

students who had not originally volunteered for an interview were asking to

be interviewed because they thouglt..:_tLu would receive career counselin%

in the process.

Additional Ccurse Suggestions. 'llen asked, 'Are there any courses

you would like to take that are not offered?", almost half the students

(17) coule offer no suagestions; these stuuents seeped to lack the

sophistication to relate their interests to specific course possibilities.

The remaining students did offer specific course suggestions (forestry,

aviation, anthropology, archaeology, zoology, electronics, psychology.

automotive shop: journalism, humanities, music, gymnastics, carpentry).

many of these students expressed an interest in short term, relevant

courses.
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II. SURVEY INSTRUVENTATION1

From information elicitee t,y thesc interviews, from interviews with

the Superintendent of Schools, the Director of Curriculum Windsor High

School Principal, from in depth discussions with the Project Director, and

from the project objectives previously stated, the following instruments

were included in the assessment:

1. A Faculty and Student Ouestionnaire on Attitudes Towards Vocational
Education, modifiedfrom the Image of Vocational Education Scale,
Mhiveiiify of nichigan) for this assessment, to survey faculty and
student attitudes and ideas about vocational education;

2. A Student nuestionnaire on Vocational Education Needs, constructed
especially for this assessment to a) determine student ideas about
vocational education curricular needs at Winds/or High School and
b) to determine their feelings and needs for career counseling
programs.

3. The Self-Directed Search (developed by John Holland, Center for
Social diiialzaffan76TEhe Schools, The Johns Popkins University).
a self-administered vocational inventory designed to assess student
vocational interests, and to provide a varied selection of appropriate
career possibilities.

4. An extended version of The Survey of calc Values* (developed by
James G. Goodale, Department of Administrative Studies, York
University, designed to measure student attitudes towards work in
general with a section devised to include counterculture work value

-and demographic data. Both Dr. Goodale and Dr. Douglas T. Hall.
York University, served as Vocational Needs Assessment Project
Consultants.

A discussion of each of these instruments and results follows.

'Copies of all questionnaires are included in Appendix B.

*The Survey of vJork Values (1971) by Stephen t:ollack, James Goodale,
Jan Vijting and Patricia C. Smith.
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III. FACULTY AND STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Seventy Windsor High School faculty members and over four hundred

tenth grade students completed a questionnaire designed to assess their

attitudes toward vocational education; a random sewplc of 100 seniors also

answered three selected questions to reveal student attitudes at a later

time in high school. Table 1 presents the twelve questions asked of both

teachers and students and the percentages of each group that agreed,

disagreed or were uncertain of their opinion about each statement.

Table 2 presents responses to questions asked tenth and twelfth grade

students.

Faculty members were separated into two groups--those involved in

teaching vocational education courses (business education, industrial

arts, homemaking, and vocational education) and those involved in the

traditional subjects (science, English, social studies, etc.). Where

relevant, the student responses will be subgrouped into college and non-

college 'bond groups (based upon their indications of plans after graduation).

Following this section is a discussion of responses to ten questions

asked only of teachers.

Questions Asked Both Students and Teachers

Of the twelve questions answered by both teachers and students, five

concerned the vocational education program, six were about Windsor High

School students, and one concerned parental involvement.

Vocational Education Program and Courses. The first question asked

whether or not :a larger portion of the Windsor Nigh School curriculum

should be devoted to occupational education courses". A majority of all

four groups favored increasing the proportion of vocational education

courses. Thu vocational education teachers agreed most strongly with an

13



Table 1

Faculty and Student Attitudes
Toward .Vocational Education

Question

1. A larger portion of the Ilindsor High
School curriculum should be devoted
to occupational education courses.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

Voc. Ed.
Faculty

2. I believe that Windsor High School
offers interesting and useful
occupational education courses.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

3. In my opinion, the Windsor High School
System should provide exploratory
occupational education programs in
the elementary and junior high schools.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

4.

5.

6.

8.

Non-Voc. Ed. 10th Grade
Faculty Students

(n=15) (n=55) (n=439)

80% 62% 73%
13% 25% 17%
7% 13% 10%

73% 3 1 Po' 23%
0 41% 35%

27% 28% 42%

67% 71% 571-

20% 11% 16%
13% 18% 27%

Most occupational education
courses lead nowhere.

Agree
Unc2rtain
Disagree

7%
0

93%

5%
40%
53%

7%
21%
72%

Occupational education is a
non-challenging program for
students.

Agree 0 5% 8%
Uncertain 0 15% 19%
Disagree 100% SO% 73%

In my opinion, many students
at Windsor High School in the
college-oriented courses would
rather be enrollee' in
occupational education courses
instead.

Agree 25% 27% 46%
Uncertain 56% 40% 35%
Disagree 17% 33% 19%

14



Table 1 -- continued

7. Taking occupational education courses
hinders students interested in college
from further education after gradua-
tion from high school.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

8. It is more important to provide
students with a sound basic education
than to use the time for occupational
education.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

9. Most students who do not continuo
their formal education just "drift"
into a job after graduation from
Windsor High School.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

10. Students should begin occupational
education programs after they
graduate from high school, not
before.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

11. Most Windsor High School students
know what kind of career they
want to follow.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

12. I would like to see the values
of occupational education made
known to more parents.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

9.

Voc. Ed,
Faculty

Non Voc. Ed.
Faculty

10th Grade
Students

(n=15) (n=55) (n=439)

0 . 53% 24%
7% 24%

100% 40% 52%

8% 21% 7%
23% 17% 21%
69% 62% .72%

53% 36% 46%
7% 38% 32%

40% 26% 22%

0 5% 7%
0 4% 11%

100% 91% 82%

0 41 29%
0 11% 25%

100% 85% 46%

100% 100% 75%
0
0

0
0

18%
7%

15



Table 2

Comparison of Tenth and Twelfth Grade
Student Attitude Toward Vocational Education

Question

1. A larger portion of the Iindsor High
School curriculum should be devoted
to occupational education courses.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

2. I believe that Windsor High School
offers interesting and useful
occupational education courses.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

3. I would like to see the values of
occupational education made
known to more parents.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

Tenth Grade
Students
(n=439)

73%
17%
10%

23%
35%
42%

Twelfth Grade
Students
(n=100)

73i
17%
10%

19%
33%
48%

78%
18%
4%
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increase (80%); about three-quarters (73%) of both tenth and twelfth grade

students also favored such an increase. However, while over half the non-

vocational education teacher's (62%) agreed with the proposal, one-quarter

of this group was 'uncertain" of their feelings and thirteen ercent

disagreed with the proposal.

The next question asked-if respondents "believe that Windsor High

School offers interesting and useful occupational education courses". The

groups differ on this question. The vocational education faculty (73%)

felt the courses were interesting and useful. The .non- vocational- faculty was

- divided; the largest portion of this group was uncertain whether courses

were interesting and useful. Student opinion was the most negative; almost

half of both groups of students (42% of the tenth grade students and 48%

of the twelfth grade students) felt courses were not interesting or useful.

Respondents then indicated whether or not the "Windsor School System

should provide exploratory occupational education programs in the elemen-

tary and junior high schools". Both faculty groups approved of this

strategy; of interest is that the non-vocational education teachers (71%)

support this proposal strongly. Although a majority (57%) of the students

favored the proposal, over a quarter of thcim disagreed with the idea. It

is possible that the students misinterpreted this question.

A majority of all three groups disagreed with the statement that

"most occupational education courses lead nowherr:4. Vocational education

teachers disagreed most strongly (93%). Mile a majority of non-

vocational education teachers (55%) also disagreed with the statement,

forty percent were "uncertain" of their opinion. About three-quarters of

the students disagreed with the statement.

The last program oriented question askec if "occupational education

is a non-challenging program for students". A large majority of each

1 7
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groue felt the statement to be untrue: all of the vocational education

teachers and students felt that vocational education was a challenging

program for students.

Perception of Students. Teachers and students were asked if they

- thought "many students in the college-oriented courses would rather be

enrolled in occupational education courses instead". Each group of

respondents felt differently about this statement The non-vocational

education teachers most strongly disagreed with it (33%) but the largest

proportion of this group (40%) were uncertain about their opinion. Over

half of the vocational education teachers were uncertain also. The most

interesting responses came from the students themselves, as a group, almont

half the students (46%) agreed that many of their peers in the college

course would rather be taking vocational education courses. Forty-one

percent of the college bound group agreed with the statement, although the

highest proportion (54%) came from the non-college group. One-third of t1L-

total student group was uncertain of its opinion and only 19% disagreed

with the statement.

The next question asked if "taking occupational education courses

hinders students interested in college from further education after

graduation from high school". The vocational education teachers

unanimously disagreed with the statement. The non-vocational education

teachers split on this question; a small majority (53%) agreed with it but

a substantial portion of the group (40%) disagreed. Half of the student

group disagreed with the statement; the rest of the students were evenly

divided between agreeing and being uncertain.

Respondents agreed more closely on their opinions about the statement,

"It is more important to provide students with a sound basic education

than to use the time for occupational education". About two-thirds of

each group disagreed with this statemenis
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The next statement asked if "most students who do not continue their

formal education just 'drift' into a job after graduation'. Over half the

vocational education teachers agreed with the statement; however, this

group had few uncertain opinions, so 40% disagreed with it. The non-

vocational education teachers and the students had about one-third of each

group uncertain. However, almost half of the students felt that students

- not continuing their formal education do "drift" into iobs.

All three groups of respondents strongly disagreed with the statement,

"Students should begin occupational education after they graduate from high

. school, not before". The vocational education teachers unanimously

disagreed with it, as did 91% of the non-vocational education teachers and

82% of the students.

Teachers differed from students in their responses to the statement,

"Most Windsor High School students know what kind of career they want to

follow". The vocational education teachers unanimously disagreed, as did

85% of the non -- vocational education teachers. Approximately half (46%) of

the students disagreed with the statement; the college group had the

highest proportion (59%) of students who felt that. in general, students

did not know what career tt, choose. However, over a quarter of the

students agreed with the statement; the remaining quarter was uncertain.

Parental Involvement. All groups (including the twelfth grade sample)

clearly would "like to see the values of occupational education made known

to more parents". Both groups of teachers unanimously agreed with this

statement, as did three- quarters of both student groups. Interestingly

enough, this was the only question which elicited a unanimous agreement

from both groups of teachers.
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Questions Asked Only Teachers.

The following table presents the seven questions that followed the

same format as tLose asked both teachers and students.

Table 3

Attitudinal Questions for Faculty Only

Questions

1. I am thoroughly.sold
education in Windscr

on offering occupational
High School.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

2. I think more occupational education should be
encouraged among Vindsor High School students.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

3. The occupational education program in T:indsor
High School should be intended mainly for
youth of limited academic talent.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

4. I feel qualified to discuss career
possibilities in my subject area.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

5. I feel comfortable discussing career
possibilities with students.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

6. I believe that 'andscr High School needs
a.person whose sole responsibility is
career counseling.

Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

7. In my opinion, each Windsor High School
department stoul3 participate in developing
a unit outlining the.wide range of job
opportunities in their area. Agree

/) Uncertain
Disagree

% Vocational
Ed. Teachers

% Non-Voc.
MI:Matchers

(n=15) (n=55)

100% 82%
0 9%
0 9%

100% 77%
0 16%
0 7%

0 13%
0 5%

100% 82%

100% 78%
0 11%
0 11%

100% 81%'
0 4%
0 15%

87% 60%
0 25%

13% 15%

87% 67%
0 11%

13% 22%
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The first three questions reveal the very positive orientation of all

teachers surveyed toward vocational education. Over three-quarters of the

non-vocational education teachers acid all the vocational education teachers

were "thoroughly sold on offering vocational education at Windsor High

School. In fact, these same proportions felt that "more occupational

education should be encouraged among students". Finally, all the

vocational education teachers and over 30% of the nmvocational education

teachers did not feel that the "occ'2upational education program in Windsor

High School should be intended fcrlyouth of limited academic talent".

The next two questions were designed to investigate how competent and

comfortable teachers felt discussing career plans with students. In each

instance, all of the vocational education teachers and over three-quarters

of the non vocational education teachers felt both competent and

comfortable discussing career possibilities with students.

The remaining questiono investigated the teachers' opinions about how

Windsor could modify its current career counseling strategy. More than

three-quarters of the vocational education faculty and more than half of

the non-vocational education teachers felt that Windsor High School "needs

a person whose sole responsibility is career counseling". However, one-

quarter of the non-vocatioDal education faculty war uncertain about this.

In a later question, 75% of the nen vocational education teachers

supported a career counselo-_:. It way be that teachers question the idea

of someone whose sole responsibility is caxaer counseling. These same

proportions of each group agreed with the proposal that "each department

should participate in devulc?ing a unit to outline a wide range of career

opportunities in their a.:..ea". Following up on this proposal, the next

question asked, "If such a unit were offered, would you be willing to

teach the unit, teach the unit after some in-service training, would not

be willing to teach the unit". Only 6% of the vocational education
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teachers but 23% of the non-vocational education teachers were unwilling

to teach the unit. A quarter of the non-vocational education teachers and

almost half the vocational education teachers were willing to teach the

unit without in-service training; half the non vocational education teachers

and almost half the vocational education teachers would taach,the unit after

in-service training.

Finally, teachers were asked, "In the area of occupational education,

I would like 1lindser High School to offer (check any which apply):

exploratory career oriented courses, the services of a career counselor, a

. course in , an information center for literature and

pamphlets relating to different careers, nothing more is needed, other

(please specify)". The most frequently chosen indicators for each group

are outlined in the following tablet

Vocational Non-Vocational
Ed. Teachers Ed. Teachers

Exploratcry careeroriented
courses 74% 40%

Career counselor 58% 73%
Information center 64% 40%

While only 1% of the teachers felt nothing more was needed, the non-

vocational education teachers supported offering the services of a career

counselor (73%) more strongly than exploratory courses (40%). while the

reverse was true of the vocational education teachers.
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SECTION III. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS DERIVED
FROlt FACULTY AND STUDENT ATTITUDES

TOWARD VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

From the data on faculty and student attitudes presented in Section

III, six conclusions and recommendations may be drawn. Recommendations

based on consideration of all the data will he presented in the final

section of this report entitled, Comprehensive Summary: Conclusions and

Recommendations.

1. As a group, the vocational education faculty is more cohesive in their

attitudes than the non-vocational education teachers; the vocational

education teachers expressed a unanimous opinion ten times, while the

non-vocational education faculty were unanimous just once. This latter

group agreed more often in their opinions about the philosophy of

vocational eduzation than in their feelings about vocational education

as it relates to the Windsor High School curriculum; on questions

relating specifically to Ilindsor, the non-vocational faculty evidenced

a substantial degree of uncertainty in their opinions.

Recommendation: Because of this large "uncertain' group in the non -
vocational education faculty, more teachers from this section of the
faculty should be extensively involved in vocational curriculum
discussion. and planning before as well as after changes are scheduled.

2. Both groups of teachers unanimously agreed on only one statement that

the values of vocational education should be made known to more

parents. Three -- quarters of tenth and twelfth graders also supported

this proposal. Research indicates that the most single persuasive

influence on the occupational choice of youth is the family and given

changes in occupaaonal structures in urbanized society, many families

have a limited perspective of opportunities in future occupations. It

has been found that choosing an occupation is sharply restricted by

lack of information concerning real opportunities.
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Recommendation: Windsor High Bohol should effect improved
communication between parents and the school about its vocational
education program, especially if any pervasive philosophical and/or
curricular changes occur.

3. In general, both faculty groups expressed positive attitudes toward

vocational education programs: they were sold on it being offere4 at

Windsor, see the program as a potentielly challenging one for bright

students. However, the non vocational education faculty were unsure of

the goals of these eoursce and thus uncertain of the benefits of

expanding the vocational education curriculum.

Recommendation: Better communication channels need to be opened
EiEween th6Wicational education and nonvocational education teachers
ve that each not only onderstaads the objectives of the other group
but can eontribni.e to the fulfilling of these objectives.

4. Alteorsih 99% of ell teaehees surveyed indicated something was needed to

help students develop career possibilities, teachers could not clearly

specify a remee:. The non -- vocational education faculty chose counseling

as it most desired improvement; only 40% of this group favored

_exploratory court es or an information center. The vocational education

fecelty felt eeelorateei courses were more important than a career

couneelor. nearly three quarters of the non-vocational education

faculty felt tet tho Windsor Sehoel System should provide exploratory

education prcgrece in the elmentazy and junior high schools.

R^. -+ Since there was na definitive faculty orientation, if
Windsor High echel chooz.er to enlage the vocational education
curriculum, the echoer: should allot considerable planning time to
decide in which of tLa many alternative ways to expand the curriculum.

5. Both groups of 4-eaehere indicaee" feeling comfortable and capable dis-

cussing career poesibilities with students. Approximately three-quarters

of the teachers would participate in toaching a unit exploring careers in

various fialdrehelf after in-sere-1m training, one-quarter without any training.
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Recommendations Operating on an informal basis, teachers are
currently an untapped resource for career exploration, Any new
vocational educational program sneuld explore avenues for increased
teacher participation. Since findings presented in Section IV indicate
that only a small percentage of tenth anc twelfth grade students
expressed interest in talking to a teacher who concentrates in career
counseling, teacher involvement might focus on developing exploratory
career courses.

6. Tenth and twelfth grade students closely agreed on attitudinal

ouestions concerning vocational education. Although nearly forty to

fifty percent of the students were critical of the current vocational.aa-

ucation currictibmn, they still favoreC expansion of this part of the

curriculum.

Recommenuation. Students should be actively involved in the
discussion and planning phases of any new vocational education programs.
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.GIDANCE NEEDS

Method
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Since all tenth grade students study English, the student questionnaire

was administered to all tenth grades in their present English classes. Of

the total population of 505 tenth graders, about 87% (439 students)

completed the questionnaire, thus providing a representative sample of

tenth grade attitudes. In addition, a random sample of 100 twelfth grade

students were also asked selected qulstions.

Description of Student Population

For a more meaningful discussion of the tenth grade student

questionnaire, data was analyzed in three ways: by total population, by

groups based on future plans after graduation, and by sex. The

questionnaire sample consisted of 439 tenth grade students, of whom 51%

were girls, 49% boys. No significant sex differences in responses to

q-cestions were found; therefore, separate data for the sexes is presented

only on this one subject. In addition., there appears to be remarkably

close agreement across the various subsamples so in many cases the results

are presented in terms of the total group. When the same questions were

also asked of twelfth grade students, results have been discussed in terms

of the total sample.

Tenth grade students were subdivided into the following groups based

on responses to a question about future plans.

Total
Group Number-& % Boys % Girls % Indicator
College 202 (46%) (46%) (54%) to complete a junior college

program
to attend a 4-year college

Further 55 (13%) (33%) (67%) to attend private, technical,
Education trade, business, beautician

hospital nursing'school,
etc.

c' r "^



Total
Group Number & % Boys % Girls % Indicator
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Non-College 115 (26%) (61%) (39%) to quit school to work, to
graduate and work, to
become a housewife, to enter
military service, to gradu-
ate & work forcompany.which
will provide training on the
job

Undecided 67 (15%) (52%) (48%) no definite plans
(or checked many indicators) .

Perceived Future Education. According to the students themselves,

about half (46%) plan to attend college and about one-quarter (26%) plan to

work; the remaining students were almost evenly divided between those

undecided about their plans (15%) and those who plan to obtain further

education other than college (13% to attend trade or technical school, for

example).

It should be noted that only about half of the tenth grade student

population plan to attend college. This is. further substantiated by

demograph data from the Survey of Work Values (see Section VI), where in

response to the question, "Do you plan to attend a fouryear college?"

the results were as follows:

Percent of Students Planning to Attend College

Yes
Maybe
No
No response

45% (196 students)
27% (118 students)
25% (110 students)
3% (13 students)

Vocational Education Curriculum

Student responses to questions about help needed in career planning

and educational program planning revealed an interesting tendency! although

a very large majority of both tenth and twelfth grade students (08% and

higher) indicated that some help was needed, students did not overwhelmingly

agree on what kind of help was most relevant. In other words, the students

could identify the problem but could offer no clear solutions.
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The first planning question asked, "In planning my educational

program, I need the most help in knowing about (check as many as apply):

graduation requirements, subject selection, course prerequisites, career

information, extra-curricular activities, college information, my own

aptitudes and skills, no help needed at this time. Only 7% of the total

group of tenth grade students (29 out of 439 students) indicated that no

help was necessary; most of the students answering "no help" werefxonthene-n-

college group144. The three most frequently chosen types of help needed

were career information (55%), college information (54%) and my own

aptitudes and skills (48%); population distributions for these three

choices were as follows:

Total
Giade.10 Further
Students College Education Non-College Undecided
(n=439) (n=202) (n=55) (n=115T 11.T.Wn

career information 55% (241) 53% 69% 49% 60%
College information 54% (236) 74% 31% 26% 60%
Aptitudes and skills 48% (209) 57% 40% 49% 42%

It is important to note that approximately half or more of students from

all croups indicated a need for career information. A complete analysis of

all answers to this question appears on Table I in Appendix A.

The second planning question asked, "In planning my career, I need

help with (check as many as apply): tests that will help me with career

plans and decisions, descriptions and information about different kinds of

careers, individual counseling, information about a career already chosen,

finding a job, opportunities to visit local businesses in my area of

interest. no help needed, other". Only 5% (24 out of 439 students) of the

total group indicated "no help needed"; most of these students were from

the further education group. The two most frequently chosen answers were

"description and information about different careers" (57% of tenthjrade

28
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students and 51% of twelfth grade students) and "information about a career

already chosen" (43% of tenth grade students and 36% of twelfth grade

students). Of special note is that only 25% of the twelfth grade sample

indicated that they wanted individual counseling in planning their careers.

Population analyses for this question were as follows

Total
Grade 12
Student
Sample

Total
Grade 10
Students

Tenth Grade Subsamples

Further
College Education.

Non-
College Undecided

description &

Tfir-70Ti- (n=439) (n=202) (n=55) Tii=i151- (n=67)

Imformation
Atbout careers 51% (51) 57%(249) 59% 40% 51% 71%

In formation
About career
Already chosen 36%(36) 43% (190) 45% 69% 35% 28%

I ndividual
C ounseling 25%(25) 33%(144) 40% 27% 23% 34%

Over two-thirds of the further education group wanted information about an

already chosen vocation, while a majority of college,non-college and. unsure

students needed information about a variety of careers. Approximately one-

third of both tenth and twelfth grade students wanted help witn finding a

job, visiting businesses, and career interest tests. A complete analysis

of tenth grade student responies to this question appears on Table I in

Appendix A.

The third planning question asked, "How much help do you feel you need

with career planning?" Only 13% of the total group (55 out of 439 students)

felt they did not need help at this time with the largest numbers of

students answering "no help" from the further education and nom-colle-jeci-nups

The rest of the students indicated either "additional help" needed (54%) or

"considerable help" needed (33%). Thus 87% of the students felt some

29
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additional help was needed. A complete analysis of tenth grade student

responses to this question appears on Table I in Appendix A.

Finally, to determine what, kind of planning help Windsor High School

should provide, both tenth grade and twelfth grade students were asked,

"In the area of occupational education, I would like to see Windsor High

School offer (check as many as apply): the services of a career counselor,

courses that provide information about a variety of careers, an

information center for literature about various careers, mini-occupational

education courses, nothing, other". Table 4, on page 25, presents

percentages of responses for both groups of students. Again only a small

percentage of students (5%, 24 tenth grade students and 7%, 7 twelfth grade

students) felt that nothing was needed. Yet all of the suggestions

provided elicited only a lukewarm response of 45-59% chosen. The only form

of help chosen by a majority of all students were "courses that provide

information about a variety of careers (59% of tenth graders and 55% of

twelfth graders) and an "information center for literature about different

careers' (52% of tenth graders). Thus, although students seem to feel

current vocational education offerings are inadequate, no particular

suggestion for improvement elicited an overwhelming response from either

tenth or twelfth grade students.

Students were asked to list any specific job preparation courses they

would like to see offered at Windsor High School. Only 4I4% (192 students)

listed any suggestions at all; the proposed courses (49 different courses)

covered a wide range of subjects, allowing no conclusions about_general

trends. A complete listing of student course suggestions appears on

Table II in Appendix A. !iotor mechanics was suggested by 21 students;

teaching by 9; hairdressing, 7; law enforcement, 6; of the remaining

courses, 3 courses were suggested by 5 students; 6 by 4 students; 4 by

3 students; 14 by 2 students; and 18 by laludent. The further education
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Table 4

Tenth Grade and Twelfth Grade Student Response to
Proposals for Improving Vocational Education

Curriculum at Windsor High School

Tenth Grade Subsamples
Total Total
Grade 12 Grade 10 Non- Further
Students Students college College Education Undecided
n= 00) (n=439 TR72011 In=115) -TEISS57- TEWEPT--

Services of person
trained in career
counseling 44%

Courses that pro-
vide information
about variety Of
-careers 55%

Information center
for literature and
pamphlets about
different careers 41%

41%
Mini - occupational
courses

Nothing more
needed 7%

45% 54% 31% 33% 51%

59% 58% 62% 57% 64%

52% 56% 58% 43% 51t

49% 502 56% 44% 46%

5% 2% 5% 6% 6%
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group had the highest proportion (5ft%) of stueents offering course

suggestions, the undecided students the lowest proportion (33%).

Career Guidance Nedids

Several questions were desianeG to eetermino with ilor students dis-

cussed career possibilities, with .boT: they would like to discuss career

possibilities, and the uses Cie 3tucaents made of tine Win6scr High School

career guidance services.

Students were asked, "Have you discussed career possibilities with any

of the following people in the past school year? (check as many as apply):

parents, brother-sister, school guidance counselor, teachers, friends, adult

not listed". Res onses of the total rou overwhelming], centered around

two choices: parents (C0%, 351 students) and friends (73%, 321 students).

The population distributions were:

Total
Grade.-12
Students

Total
Grade .10
Students

Tenth Grade Subsamples

Further Non-
College Education College Undecided

(h=100) (n=439) n= (n=55) (n=115) (n=67)

Parents 81% (81) 80% (351) 89% 89% 67% 67%

Friends 70% (70) 73% (321) 79% 72% 62% 73%

Siblings 35% (35) 38% (166) 43% 38% 33% 28%

School Guidance
Counselor 63% (63) 33% (145) 31% 41% 28% 37%

Teacher 33% (33) 19% (32) 23% 12% 16% 11%

Other adult 32% (32) 29% (126) 30t 34% 27% 19%

Of note is that while less than one-third of the tenth grade students

had discussed career possibilities with their guidance counselor, nearly

two-thirds of the twelfth grade sample had counseling. Smaller proportions

of both groups had discussed their careers with teachers.

32
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The next question asked, "I would like to discuss my career plans with

(check as many as apply): a guidance counselor who does career counseling

as well as other counseling, a guidance counselor who concentrates on career

counseling, a teacher who concentrates on career counseling, family, other

students, no one, other". Again following a previous trend, although only

6% of the total group chose "no one", the others did not overwhelmingly

select any of the choices. While family was the most frequent choice,

selected by nearly half of the tenth grade students, it was only selected

by 16% of the twelfth grade sample. There was a cluster of three

alternatives, each chosen by about one-third of the total group: a guidance

counselor who does career counseling as well as other counseling, a guidance

counselor who concentrates on career counseling, an outside person who

concentrates on career counseling. It should be noted that only a very

small percentage of twelfth grade students (12%) and approximately 20% of

tenth grade students seem interested in discussing career plans with a

teacher who concentrates on career counseling. The population breakdowns

Grade Subsamples
e

Further Non-
Education Colle2e Undecided

for these choices were:

Total
Grade 12
Students

Total
Grade 10
Students

Tenth

Colle e
(n=100) (n=439) n= 0 (n=55) (n=110 (n=67)

Family 16% (16) 47% (204) 51% 49% 39% 43%
Guidance counselor 26% (26) 38% (165) 43% 38% 26% 42%
Guidance counselor

concentrating
on career
counseling 35% (35) 36% (157) 39% 38% 26% 38%

Outside person
concentrating
on career
counseling 24% (24) 34% (148) 38% 45% 22% 31%

Teacher concen-
trating on
career
counseling 12% (12) 22% (97) 20% 35% 20% 19%
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A complete presentation of tenth'grade responses to this question appears

on Table III in Appendix A.

The next four questions focused on the guidance services at Windsor

High School. The first of these asked students, "Which of the following

guidance services have you made use of (check as many as apply): counselor

assistance in selection of subjects, counselor assistance in course changes,

counselor assistance in solving school problems', counselor assistance in

dealing with personal or social problems, available career information,

available college and/or scholarship information, none of the above, other".

The two guidance services most frequently u3ed were: counselor assistance

in course changes (64% of the responding group) and counselor assistance in

selection of subjects (59%). Only 14% used guidance services for career

information. Population distributions for this question were

Total
Grade 10
Students
(n=439)

Course changes 64%
Subject selection 59%

Further
Colle e Education
n=2 TEIZT-Tr--

63% 78%
57% 63%'

Non-
College Undecided
(n=115) n=67)

61% 38%
60% 58%

A complete analysis of responses to this question appears on Table III in

Appendix A.

To determine how students view the gUidance counselor's job, the next

question asked, 'The guidance counselor mostly (check as many as apply):

changes schedules, helps with school problems, helps with personal

problems, gives useful career information, gives college information. The

three guidance functions most frequently chosen were changes schedules

(63% of the total group), helps with school problems (50%) and gives college

information (49%). The population distributions for this question were:



Total
Grade 10
Students
(n=439)

:9 .

Further Non-
College Education College Undecided
TEZWITT (n=55) n =1 5T

Changes schedules 63% 60% 63% 64% 66%
Helps with school problems 50% 50% 52% 47% 46%
Gives college information 49% 55% 63% 38% 38%
Gives useful career

information 37% 32% 65% 33% 37%
Helps with personal

problems 35% 32% 40% 35% 35%

Of interest is that almost twice as many students in the further education

group perceive the guidance counselor giving useful career information

than in the other groups. Only one-third of the college and non-college

Ca.reer-
groups perceive the guidance counselor giving useful collage information.

Students then answered the question, "During the past school year, I

have asked my guidance counselor for career information never. one-two

times, three-five times, more than five times'. About two-thirds of the

total group. had 'never" asked the counselor for career inforration; less

than one-third answered "one-two times". The further education group

students saw the counselors most often for career information.

populations distributed themselves as follows:

Never
1-2 times
3-5 times
More than 5

Total

Students
(n=439)

The

Further Non -
College Education College Undecided
(n=202) (n=55T TririTIST (n=67)

64% 65% 53% 63% 73%
29% 30% 31% 31% 20%
4% 3% 11% 1% 4%
3% 2% 1% 3% 3%

The next question asked. -If you have not seen your counselor for

career information, why not?' The guidance counselor has to work with too

many students; I am shy; I feel that the guidance counselor would not be

able to help me with career information; haven't gotten around to thinking

35
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about it yet: no help needed at the present time; other". Responses to

this question spread over all answers; no answer was chosen by as much as

one-third of the group. The most frequently selected response was

"Haven't gotten around to thinking about it yet" with 27% of the total

group.

Finally, students were asked, "Have you attended any of Windsor High

School's weekly career guidance programs?' Over three quarters of the

total group (84%) did not attend these programs; of the students that did

attend the programs, most came from fu.rther education. when asked, "If no,

why not", three responses were most often cited: "This is the first I

heard about it (30% of the total group), "Held at a time when it was

difficult for me to attend" (25%) and "Not interested in topic" (24%).

Coursework and Program of Studies Booklet

Several questions focused on the tenth grade students' coursework--

its appropriateness and method of selection--and on

Windsor Public Schools' Program of Studies booklet.

Students first responded to the question, "how

present subjects are what I really want?" Data was

Total
Gr:71de 10
Students College
(n=4TFT- TE=-202)

the adequacy of the

sure am I that my

analyzed as follows.

Further Non-
Education Colle e Undecided
-7n=-13) n= 171=767)

Very sure 14% 18% 14% 11% 4%
Somewhat sure 57% 65% 51% 48% 53%
Doubtful 24% 15% 31% 29% 38%
Taking wrong subjects 5% 2% 4% 12% 5%

The majority of students (57%) felt "somewhat sure" they were taking the

right subjects. However, almost one-quarter of the total group and even

higher proportions of the further education, non-college, and undecided

groups felt "doubtful" that present subjects were really what they wanted.
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Over twice as many non-college group students (12%) felt they were taking

the wrong subjects than did any of the other groups.

Next students indicated how they chose their subjects: "they met my

interests and abilities, I didn't know what else to take, my parents wanted

me to take these subjects, I was interested in material as presented in

course descriptions, other students recommended them, guidance counselor

recommended them, teacher recommended them, they were easy courses that

would fulfill graduation requirements". The four most frequent reasons for

choosing subjects were: they met my interests and abilities (59%), I was

interested in material as presented in course descriptions (48%), my

guidance counselor recommended them (20%) and I didn't know what else to

take (20%). It should be noted that 24% of the non college group indicated

they chose "easy courses that would fulfill graduation requirements". From

the data, it appears that certain percentage of the non-college group

seams to be taking either the wrong courses or choosing them for the wrong

reasons. It may be that the echool does not offer suitable alternative

courses.

Students wore aleo asks :1 abeut the helpfulness of the Program of

Studies booklet. Almost: two-thirds of the students feUnd the booklet

"somewhat helpf-el"- slightly more of the remaining students found the

pamphlets "not helpful at all" than "very helpful". The population

distributions were:

reot:1

Students College
Further

Education
Non.
College Undecided

(n. 439 77762) (n=55) (n=115) (n=67)

Very helpful 16% 15% 20% 15% 16%
Somewhat helpful 63% 65% 53% 56% 70%
Not helpful at all 21% 18% 27% 27% 14%
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The. next.question-inquired, 'If not very helpful, how can this

process be improved? (check as many as apply): revise subject descrip-

tions, assembly-orientation program to discuss subjects, individual

.meetings with guidance counselor: small group meetings with guidance

counselor, explanation by subject teacher in classroom, other". Students

across groups agreed on three possible improvements: revise subject

descriptions (38%), assembly-orientation program to discuss subjects (33%)

and explanation by subject in the classroom (31%). A complete analysis of

responses to this question appears on Table IV in Appendix A.

Next students indicated which subject areas needed their descriptions

revised. The four subject areas most frequently chosen were Social

Studies (43%), English (37%), Science (27%) and the Work Experience..

Program (24%). A complete listing of the frequencies of all subject areas

is presented on Table IV in Appendix A.

Finally, students were asked, "Would you like a section in the

Program of Studies booklet to list subjects by lob prerequisites?" An

overwhelming majority of the students (eighty-eight percent of the total

group) indicated "yes" to this question; population breakdowns were as

follows:

Total
Grade 10
Students
(n =439)

College
TNWItar

Further i. Jon

Education
(n=55)

T2141?-71 Undecided
n= (n=67)

Yes 88% 93% 93% 80% l%
No 4% 2% 4% 5% 7%
Don't care 8% 5$ 3% 15% 12%



SECTION IV SU-VARY AND RECOV!AENDATIONS DERIVrD PROki
STUDENT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CURRICULUM AND CAREER GUIDANCE NEEDS

From the data presented in Section IV, the following five conclusions

and recommendations :say be drawn. Recommendations based on consideration

of all the data will be presented in the final section of this report

entitled Comprehensive Summary. Conclusions and Recommendations.

Vocational Education Curriculum Needs

1. Approximately half of the tenth grade students indicated definite

plans to attend college.

Recommendation: The Windsor Nigh School curriculum should be evaluated
to determine how adequately it presents viable vocational alternativesfor the students unsure or not planning to attend colleqe.

2. A large majority (90%) of both college and noncolloge bound students

felt a need for help in career planning and ao6itional vocational

services available at lAndsor; however, students did not overwhelmingly

support any of the improvements proposed. This lack of enthusiasm

could be interpreted in two ways--either the ideas suggested were not

appealing or students did not PnOerstand what the alternatives entailed

a, Both tenth and twelfth graders in colloge and non college

bound groups were most interested in obtaining descriptive information

about different careers (from course or an information center

established for this purpose) rather than individual counseling,

b, Only half of the students could propose specific courses to

be added to the current curriculum.

Recommendation. Because the tenth grade students (college and non
collegeT exhibit little awareness of career possibilities, they areunable to clearly delineate their curriculum needs. Therefore, a
greater emphasis on Career information should occur at earlier stagesof education, possibly at the elementary and junior high school levels.

39
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Recommendation: Since both tenth and twelfth grade students (college
and non -comae) are interested in but uninformed about a variety of
careers, developing an increased career awareness and knowledge Ln all
students should be the first priority. Once this awareness has been
developed, students could participate more realistically in vocational
education planning.

Career Guidance Needs

3. The overwhelming majority (84%) of tenth and twelfth grade students

have discussed their ceree plans with their families rather than any

outside person. However, when eae.h group was asked with whom they

would like to discuss career plans, tha family, although still the

most frequently selected, declined in desirability to 47% in the tenth

grade and 16% for twelfth graders.

Recommendation: Since such a large proportion of students tend to
discuss career plans with their familie.:, the school should attempt to
involve parents in career planning and/or informational conferences.

4. Approximately two-thirds of the tenth graders have rever seen their

guidance counselors for career counseling. However, in the twelfth

grade group, this same proportion of students had seen their counselors

for career guidance; it is likely that, with graduation more imminent,

the seniors are more concerned about career information. Yet, when

students were asked whom they would like to talk to about their

careers, no form of individual counseling (guidance counselor, outside

career specialist, guidance counselor specializing In career informa

or teachers) received the support of more than onethird of either

tenth or twelfth grade students.

Recommendation: The image of the counseling process, as it relates
to career information, should !)e improved to maximize student
involvement.
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5. The overwhelming majority (88%) of tenth grade students would like a

section in the Program of Studies to list subjects by job

prerequisites.

Recomraendation: If feasible, include a section in the Program of
Studies which lists subjects by job prerequisites.
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SECTION V. VOCATIONAL INTERESTS

The Self-Directed Search Inventory

TheSelf-Directed Search (SDS) is a vocational counseling instrument

designed to be answered, scored, profiled and interpreted by the student

himself. For the purposes of this assessment, the ;:F, .2- Direct' Search

served. two important functions:

1. It revealed the vocational interests of tenth grade students

as a group, thus allowing Windsor high School to plan appropriate

vocational curriculum;

2. Each individual student received immediate feedback about his

vocational interests and occupational possibilities appropriate to these

interests.

Method

Since all tenth grade students study biology, the six bio].ogy teachers,

with the assistance of a guidance counselor, allowed students the 1-2 class

periods-necessary to use the Self-Directed Search workbooks; 406 students

completed the assessment.

Description of Occupational Personality Types

The SelfDirected Search reveals how much the student resembles each

of the six occupational personality types developed from Holland's theory

of occupational choice. Research reports relating to Holland's dlassifiCa-

tion are listed in the Reference section of this report. According to

Holland, the theory rests upon a theory of personality type, and includes

431 common occupations which comprise about 95% of the U.S. labor force.

Each of the classification's six main classes include five to sixteen

subclasses. Within each zubclass, occupations are arranged according to

the number of years of general educational development required to perform
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them. The six categories, and some examples of professions in each

category, are as follows:

Realistic

Investigative:

Artistic:

Social:

Enterpris in

Architectural Draftsman, Geographer, Electrician, Utility
Man, Baker, 'Mechanical Engineer, Civil Engineer, Aircraft
Plechanic, Automobile Mechanic, Aachinist, Plumber, Roofer,
Machine Operator, Drill Press Operator, Dry Cleaner,
Painter (house, bldg.,equipment), hlachine Cleaner, Spinner

College Professor, Astronomer, Physicist, Repairman (TV),
Offset Press Operator, Mathematics Teacher, Physician,
Psychologist, Computer Programmer, Tool Designer, Chemist,
Surgeon, X-Ray Technician, Airplane Pilot, Inspector .

English Teacher, Musician, Writer, Interior Decorator,
Photographer

Interviewer, Bartender, Counselor, Saleswoman (retail),
llouseparent, Sociologist, Professional Nurse, Social Worker,
Housewife, Teacher, 'Buyer, Dental Hygienist

Economist, Real Estate Salesman; Lawyer, Judge, Attorney,
Radio/TV Announcer, Principal, Government Officer,
Insurance Hanager, Personnel manager, Production Manager,
Salesman (n.e.c.), Department Store Manager, Airline
Stewardess

Conventional: Bus Driver, Mail Clerk, Professional Truck DriverTrainer,
Banker, Stenographer, Bookkeeper, Accountant, Credit
Hanager

Each student emerged from testing with a three-letter surmary code

which locates suitable groups of occupations appropriate to his pattern of

interests, self-estimates and competences. Using his summary code, the

student then located group of jobs in the Occupation Finder (the 414

occupations

occupations

Search. In

in this classification include all, of the most common

in the United States) which is part of the Self-Directed

addition to each student using his code to survey appropriate

jobs, Windsor High School was able to compile data describing the

vocational interests of tenth graders as a group.

Of the 406 completed Self-Directed Search workbooks, 34 contained

procedural errors and were unusable for group statistics. Therefore, 372

students, or 75% of the total tenth grade class of 505, comprised the
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sample population. The sample population was evenly divided by sex: 186

girls and 186 boys.

Distribution of Students Into Occupational Personality Types

Table 5 presents the percentages of students in each of the six

occupational personality types.

Table 5

Distribution of Tenth Grade Students Among
Holland's Occupational Personality Types

Code Boys Girls
(n-76)(FS6)

A (rtistic) 2% (3) 17% (32)
E(nterprising) 5% (10) 2% (3)
C Conventional) 4% (7) 12% (23)
R (ealistic) 55% (103) 1% (2)
I(nvestigative) 15% (28) T; (13)
S (ocial) 19% (35) 63% (118).

More than half of the boys (55%) fell into the Realistic occupational

personality type while almost two-thirds of the girls (63%) were oriented

toward Social occupations. The next highest percentages of boys were those

interested in Social (19%) and Investigative (15%) occupations. Girls also

fell into Artistic (17%) and Conventional (12%) personality categories.

It is interesting that one category, Realistic for boys, Social for girls,

attracted a large part of the students, two other categories a smaller but

important percentage of students and the remaining three categories very

few students. Neither boys (5%) nor girls (2%) at this point appeared

interested in Enterprising professions.

Occumeational Interests. Each student's test results indicated a three

letter summary code which located groups of occupations in the Occupation

Finder that were appropriate to his patterns of interests, self-estimates
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and competencies. Table 6 lists the summary codes that occurred for at

least 5% of the sample of boys and the groups of occupations they describe.

Table 6

Occupational Interests for Boys
(N.--1C6)

Summary Code Occupations % of Boys

RSE Blacksmith, Fireman(Locomotive), Gasmain-fitter,
Holder(foundry), Pipernan, Railroad Conductor,
Stock Chaser, Barber, Butcher, Coal Equipment

12% (23)

Operator, Firefighter, Motorman, Taxicab Driver.
Waiter, Dock Fan, Fork Lift Operator,
Fountain man, Laborer, Parkinn Lot Attendant

RIS Forester, Industrial Arts Teacher, Radio 12% (22)
Operator, Electrician, Jeweler, Power Plant
Operator, Powerhouse Repairman, Skilled
Tradesman, Tool and Die Maker, Glazier, Loom
Fixer, Baxer, Cook, Filling Station Attendant,
Heat Treater, Optician, Welder, wire Drawer,
Offset Press Operator

RIE Engineer, Engineer Technician, Mechanic,
Draftsman, Electroplater, Air Traffic

10% (18)

Controller, Plumber, Upholsterer, Heavy
Equipment Operator, Machinist, Roofer,
Machine Engraver

RSI Vocational Agriculture Teacher, Weaver,
Poleeman, Gas .",ppliance Serviceman

5% (10)

RES Fish & Game Warden, Railroad Engineer,
Swine Herdsmaa, Stock Clerk, Fisherman,
Railroad Brakeman, Crater and Packer

5% (9)

More than one-third (44%) of the boys fell into five groups of

professions, as enumerated in Table 6, All major occupational groups came

from the Realistic category, The rest of the boys were scattered among the

various summary codes; a complete presentation of data may be found on

Table V in Appendix A.

Table 7 present:' the summary codes that occurred for at least 5% of

the sample of girl:: and the groups of gupations they describe.
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Table 7

Summary Code

Occupational Interests for Girls

Occupations % ofMM.

SAE Housewife, Home Economics Teacher, Foreign 13% (24)
Language Teacher, Speech Teacher, Teacher

SAI Clergyman, Political Scientist, Elementary 10% (18)
Teacher, Librarian, Special Lducatioll Teacher,
Dental Assistant, Dentol Hygienist. Licensed
Practical Nurse

ASI Philosopher, Art Teachi, Literature Teacher,
Music Teacher, flusician

9% (17)

SIA Social Scientist, Sociologist, Professional 6% (12)
Nurse, Social Worker, Group worker

SIE Building Inspector, Personnel Director,
Dietician Inspector (Public Administration)

C% (12)

SCE Recreation Director, Executive Houcukesper,
Ticket Agent, Ord(7.r Service Correspondent 5% (10)

SEC Director (Social ServIce), Dorm Director,
Interviewer, Jcb Analyst, r.chabilitation

5% (10)

Counselor, Flood 3ervice Manager

More than half (54%) of the girls fen into the seven occup7,tional

groups listed in Table 7. All but one of these gro,.ps were from the

Social category; the one exception clas from the Ar'.-dritic group.

Occupational Choice. To derive as complete a picture as possible of

the occupational interests of students, an open-onZ:ed question was

included on the Survey of Work Values. (see Section V) instrument which

asked, "What occupation do you plan to go into after you finish your

education?" Table 3 presents the frequencies and percentages of students

in each subsample who were able to list an occupational choice.
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Table 8

Ability To Specify Occupational Choice

College-bound students; 73% (143 out of 196)
note: 23 of the 743 listed an occupation

not requiring a college education.

Non-College bound students- 53t (58 out of 110)
note: 12 out of 110 listed an occupation

requiring a college education and
were not included in the sample.

Education Undecided.: 57% (CO out of 11d)

Total 64% (281 out of 437 students)

Approximately three-quarters of the college group, and only 53% of

the non-college and 57% of the undecided groups were able to list an

occupational choice. Thus, it appears that nearly half the students

without definite college plans cannot specify an occupation that they plan

to enter after graduation from high school. As discussed in the previous

analyses, this lack of "career certainty" in a group which will probably

go to work in two years is cause for concern. In addition, many of the

students who were able to specify a future occupation cited unrealistic

choices (e.g.: movie star, professional athlete) or occupations which

required an educational level which differed from that student's

'educational plans.
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SECTION V. SUMMARY AND RECOMENDATIONS DERIVED FRO;
STUDENT VOCATIONAL INTERESTS

From the data on student vocational interests, tne following two

conclusions and recommendations may be drawn. flecommendations based on

consideration of all the data will be presented in tho final section of

this report entitled Comprehensive Summary: Conclusions and Recommendatims

1. Based upon Holland's Self-Directed Search inventory, the vocational

personality interests of tenth grade students indicate that approxi-

mately half of the boys (55%) have interests relating to Realistic

Occupations and nearly two-thirds of the girls (63%) to Social

Occupations. At this time, a very small percentage of students seem to

be interested in Enterprising Occupations. A morn extensive breakdown

of occupational interests is included in the text of this report. For

a more meaningful interpretation of these data, the authors recommend

reading Holland's research reports listed in the

Recommendation: The interest profile of the tenth grade student
557iation can be used in a variety of ways, depending on the
particular orientation of the Vocational Education program. For
example, a vocational education curriculum might revolve around
"curriculum clusters" of several occupations relating to interfIsts
and competencies.

2. By the end of tenth grade, nearly half of the non-college bound

students (47%) and 43% of the "undecided" group were unable to

specify an occupation that they plan to enter after their education

is completed.

choices.
Recommendation: One consistent finding is that many students seem to
lack the career awareness or certainty essential for successful entry
into the world of work. Students should be encouraged to use Holland's
SelfDirected Search inventory and its accompanying vocational guidance
system (see Reference Section). In addition, any new space planning
should encompass a career information center planned by both students
and Guidance Department.

many students specifying an occupation cited unrealistic
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VI. ATTITUDES TOWARD WORK

43

Survey of Workers' Attitudes

The Survey of Workers' Attitudes was completed by 437 students in

Grade Ten. Preliminary analyses revealed that the strongest influences

on the student's future plans is his parents' values; there is little

evidence of the student's input or his own set of values. In general,

students have had little work experience and are not learning about

vocations from their outside personal activities. The findings suggest

that students need more information about the world of work in order to

crystalize their own values.

Findings and implications from a more complete analysis of the data

are presented in a Supplementary Report.

Desirable Job Features

Students in Grades Ten and Twelve were asked to rate the importance of

22 job features on a 5- -point scale: 5 = extremely important; 4 = very

important; 3 =-fairly important; 2 = not very important, 1 = not, at all

important. Table 9 presents the rank order of means for thase job

1 features. It is worth noting that both groups perceived "Responsibility"

and "Thinking job" as only "fairly important" job features.

v. 49



Table 9

Perceived Importance* of Job Features

Grade Ten

Job Feature

1. Satisfaction in what you
make or do

.2. Advancement
3. Good working hours
4. Excitement, changes
5. Security
6. Potential income, high pay
7. Specialization
8. Opportunities to meet people
9. Fringe benefits
10. Independence
IL Opportunity for improvement
12. Travel
13. Opportunities to meet

opposite sex
14. Serve others
15. Physical work, work with hands
16, A lot of responsibility
12 A "thinking" job
18. Prestige, authority in job
19. Outdoor work
20. Working with children
21. Easy job
-22 Opportunities to be alone

Grade Twelve

Mean Job Feature

1. Satisfaction in what you
4.42 make or do 4.61
4.10 2. Security 4.45
4.02 3. Advanbement 4.42
4.01 4. Good working hours 4.41
3.95 5. Specialization 4.25
3.09 6. Potential income, high pay 4.17
3.89 7. Excitement, changes 4.17
3.86 8. Fringe benefits 4.05
3.84 9. Independence 4.05
3.82 10. Opportunities to meet people 3.94
3.79 11. Opportunity for improvement 3.92
3.66 12. Serve others 3.70

13. A lot of responsibility 3.66
3.64 14. Travel 3.65
3.62 15. Prestige, authority in job 3.62
3.51 16. A "thinking" job 3.46
3.45 17. Opportunities to meet
3.45 opposite sex 3.38
3.22 le. Physical work, work with hands 3.19
3.21 19. Outdoor work 3.11
2.85 20. Easy job 2.37
2.61 21. Working with children 2.59
2.21 22. Opportunities to be alone 2.36

44.

Mean

l'eatures presented are averages (means) from a five-point scale ranging
from "Extremely Important" (5) to "Not At All Important" (1).
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VII. COgPREHENSIVE SUMARY: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section of the Vocational Needs Assessment report provides a

comprehensive summary of the findings and recommendations presented in

Sections III - V. For a more complete analysis of the data, refer to the

appropriate preceding section.

In addition to the recommendations based on findings presented in this

report, the research team strongly recommends establishing a coordinator

position invested with the necessary authority to initiate and implement new

vocational services supported by faculty, students and administrators.

Vocational Education Curriculum and Career Guidance Needs

1. As a group, the vocational education faculty is more cohesive in their

attitudes than the non - vocational education teachers; the vocational

education teachers expressed a unanimous opinion ten times while the

non-vocational education faculty were unanimous just once. This latter

group agreed more often in their opinions about the philosophy of

vocational education as it relates to the Windsor High School

curriculum; on questions relating specifically to 'andsor, the non-

vocational. faculty evidenced a substantial degree of uncertainty in

their opinions.

Recommendation; Because of this large "uncertain" group in the non-
vocatibliiealication faculty, more teachers from this section of the
faculty should be extensively involved in vocational curriculum
discussion and planning before as well as after changes are scheduled.

2. Both groups of teachers unanimously agreed on only one statement: that

the values of vocational education should be made known to more parents.

Three-quarters of tenth and twelfth graders also supported this

proposal. Research indicates that the most single persuasive influence

on the occupational choice of youth is the family and given changes in

occupational structures in urbanized society, many families have a

if 51
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limited perspective of opportunities in future occupations. It has been

found that choosing an occupation is sharply restricted by lack of

information concerning real opportunities.

Recommendation- Windsor High School should effect improved communica-tion parents and the school about its vocational education pro-
gram; especially if any pervasive philosophical and/or curricular
changes occur.

3. In general, both faculty groups expressed positive attitudes toward

vocational education programs- they were sold on it being offered at

Windsor, see the program as a potentially challenging one for bright

students. However, the non-vocational faculty were unsure of the goals

of these courses and thus uncertain of the benefits of expanding the

non-vocational education curriculum.

Recommendation: Better communication channels need to be opened between
the vocational education and non-vocational education teachers so thateach not only understands the objectives of the other group but can
contribute to the fulfilling of these objectives.

4. Although 99% of all teachers surveyed indicated something was needed to

help students develop career possibilities, teachers could not clearly

specify a remedy. The non-vocational faculty chose counseling as its

most desired improvement; only 40% of this group favored exploratory

courses or an information center. The vocational education faculty

felt exploratory courses were more important than a career counselor.

Nearly threequarters of the nonvocational education faculty felt that

the Windsor School System should provide exploratory education programs

in the elementary and junior high school levels.

Recommendation: Since there was no definitive faculty orientation, if
Windsor High School chooses to enlarge the vocational education
curriculum, the school should allot considerable planning time to
decide in which of the many alternative ways to expand the curriculum.

5. Both groups of teachers indicated feeling comfortable and capable dis-

cussing career possibilities with students. Approximately three-quarters
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b. Only half of the students could propose specific courses to

be added to the current curriculum.

Recommendation: Because the tenth grade students (college and non-
college) exhibit little awareness of career possibilities, they are
unable to clearly delineate their curriculum needs. Therefore, a
greater emphasis on career information should occur at earlier stages of
education, possibly at the elementary and junior high school levels.

Recommendation: Since both tenth and twelfth grade students (college
and noncollege) are interested in but uninformed about a variety of
careers, developing an increased career awareness and knowledge in all
students should be the first priority. Once this awareness has been
developed, students counFirticipate more realistically in vocational
education planning.

9. The overwhelming majority (80%) of tenth and twelfth grade students

have discussed their career plans with their families rather than any

outside person. However, when each group was asked with whom they

would like to discuss career plans, the family, although still the most

frequently selected, declined in desirability to 47% in the tenth grade

and 16% for twelfth graders.

Recommendation: Since such a large proportion of students tend to
discuss career plans with their families, the school should attempt to
involve parents in career planning and/or informational conferences.

10. Approximately two-thirds of the tenth graders have never seen their

guidance counselors for career counseling. However, in the twelfth

grade group, this same proportion of students had seen their counselors

for career guidance; it is likely that, with graduation more imminent,

the seniors are more concerned about career. information. Yet , when

students were asked whom they would like to talk to about their careers,

no form of individual counseling (guidance counselor, outside career

specialist, guidance counselor specializing in career information or

teachers) received the support of more than one-third of either tenth

or twelfth grade students.

Recommendation) The image of the counseling process, as it relates to
career information, should be improved to maximize student involvement.
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11. Based upon Holland's Self-Directed Search inventory, the vocational

personality interests of tenth grade students indicate that approxi-

mately half of the boys (55%) have interests relating to Realistic

Occupations and nearly two-thirds of the girls (63%) to Social

Occupations. At this time, a very small percentage of students seem to

be interested in Enterprising Occupations. A more extensive breakdown

of occupational interests is included in the text of this report. For

a more meaningful interpretation of this data, the authors recommend

reading Holland's research reports listed in the References.

Recommendation. The interest profile of the tenth grade student popula-
Eton can te used in a variety of ways, depending on the particular
orientation of the Vocational Education program. For example, a voca-
tional education curriculum might revolve around "curricular clusters"
of several occupations relating to interests and competencies.

12. By the end of tenth grade, nearly half of the non-college bound students

(47%) and 43% of the 'undecided" group were unable to specify an occupa-

tion that they plan to enter after their education is completed. Many

students specifying an occupation cited unrealistic choices.

Recommendation: One consistent finding is that many students seem to
sack career awareness or certainty essential for successful entry
into the world of work. Students should be encouraged to use Holland's
Self-Directed Search inventory and its accompanying vocational
guidance system (see Reference Section). In addition, any new space
planning should encompass a career information center planned by both
students and Guidance Department,

13. The overwhelming majority (86 %) of tenth grade students would like a

section in the Program of Studies to list subjects by job prerequisites.

Recommendation. If feasible, include a section in the Program of
Studies which lists subjects by job prerequisites.
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Table I

Student Responses* to Questions Concerning
Vocational Education Curricula Needs

10th Grade Student Further Non-
Total College Education College Undecided

In planning my educational
program, I need most help with:

graduation requirements.
subject selection
course prerequisites . .

career information
extra-curricular activities
college information. . . .

my own aptitudes & skills.
no help needed at this time

In planning my career, I need
help with:

tests that will help me
with my career plans and
decisions

descriptions & information
about different kinds
of careers

individual counseling
information about a specific

career already chosen.
finding a job
opportunity to visit local

businesses, industries,
etc. in the area of my
interest

no help needed
other (please y)specif____,

licm# much help-46 you you
need with career planning:

need considerable help. . .

could use additional help.
plans are pretty clear &

do not need additional
help at this time

(n=439) (n=202) (n=55) (n=115) (n=67)

38 %(166) 36a 34% 40% 40%
39%(171) 44% 32% 29% 48%
14 %(51) 16% 11% 11% 9%
55%(241) 53% 69% 49% 60%
12%(52) 14% 7% 12% 10%
54%(236) 74% 31% 26% 60%
46%(209) 57% 40% 49% 42%
7%(29) 3% 4% 12% 4%

33%(147) 40% 22% 27% 33%

57%(249) 59% 40% 51% 71%
33%(144) 40% 27% 23% 34%

43%(190) 45% 69% 35% 26%
29%(127) 19% 27% 45% 32%

29%(127) 22% 41% 34% 30%
5%(24) 3% 9% 5% 4%

10%(47) 11% 6% 14% 12%

33%(145) 31% 24% 29% 52%
54%(230 57% 56% 54% 43%

13%(55) 12% 20% 17% 5%

* Total number of responses not necessarily same as total for subcategory
since a respondent may be coded in more than one category.



Table I (continued)
10th

Student

In the area of occupational

Grade

Total
Further Non-

College Education College Undecided
(n=439) (n=202) (n=55) (n =115) (n=67)

education, I would like
Windsor High School to offer:

the services of a person
trained in career
counseling A5%(193) 54% 31% 33% 51%

courses that provide infor-
mation about a variety
of careers. . . . . . . 59%(261) 53% 62% 57% 64%

an information center for
literature and pamphlets
about different careers . 52%(230) 56% 53% 43% 57%

mini-occupational education
courses 49%(215) 50% 56% 44% 46%

nothing more is needed. . . 5%(21) 2% 5% 6% 6%
other (please specify) . . . 5%(24) 6% 3% 4% 4%
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Job Preparation Courses

Table II

Job Preparation Courses

Number Resimnding
(n=192 students)

Motor mechanics 21
Teaching 9
Hairdressing 7
Law enforcement 6
Veternarian 5
Art 5
Architecture 5
Secretary 4
Medicine 4
Nursing 4
Biology science 4
Aviation 4
Law 4
Engineering 3
Journalism 3
Electronics 3
Modeling 3

Airline stewardess, Acting, Interior design, -)
1Carpentry, Math, Music, Psychology,

.

Home economics, Business management,
Special education, Conservation, Chef,
Broadcasting, Planning

Food service, Skindiving, Social worker,
Computer programming, Oceanography,
Filmmaking, Economist, Speech,
Electrician, Modern dance, Insurance,
Travel agent, Printing, Game warden,
Advertisement, Fireman, Fashion
coordinator, Industrial training

60

2

1



Table III

Student Responses* to Questions Concerning
Career and Guidande Needs

10th Grade
Student Further Non-
Total College Education College Undecided
(n=439) (n=202) (n=55) (n=115) (n=67)Have you discussed career

possibilities with the following
people in the past school year?

parents
brother - sister
school guidance counselor
teachers
friends
adult not listed

I would' like to discuss my
career plans with:

guidance counselor who does
career counseling as well
as other counseling
(school, personal)

guidance counselor who
. concentrates on career

counseling
outside person (not from

school) who concentrates
on career counseling. . .

teacher who concentrates
on career counseling. .

family
students
no one
other

Which of the following guidance
services have you made use of:

counselor assistance in
selection of subjects . 59%(250)

counselor assistance in
course changes 64%(230)

counselor assistance in
solving school problems . 21%(91)

counselor assistance in
dealing with personal
or social problems. . . . 13t(57)

available career Information
(example: weekly career
guidance program) . . . . 14%(63)

available college and/or
scholarship information 11%(50)

none of the above 13%(55)
other 5%(21)

30%(351)
33%(166)
33%(145)
19% (02)

73t(321)
29%(126)

39%
43%
31%
23%
79%
30%

09t
33%
41%
18%
72%
34%

18%(165) 43% 30%

36 %(1.51) 39% 38%

34%(140) 38% 45%

22%(97)
47t(204)
25%(110)
6%(36)

18%(01)

20% 35%
51% 41%
29% 27%
3% 1%

21% 20%

57% 63%

63% 78%

16% '23%

12% 16%

13% 27%

15% 1G%
12% 10%
4% 5%

67% 67%
33% 20%
28% 37%
16% 11%
62% 73%
27% 19%

26% 42%

26% 38%

22% 31%

20% 19%
39% 43%
10% 20%
11% . 7%
19% 11%

60% 58%

61% 30%

26% 20%

13% 10%

12% 9%

3% 9%
12% 15%
4% 5%

Total number of resuonses not necessarily same as total for subcategorysince a responaent may oe coaea in more than one category.



Table III - continued

10th Grade
Student Further Non-
Total College Education College Undecided
(n=439) (n=202) (n=55) (n=115) (n=67)During the past school year,

I have asked my guidance
counselor for career information:

never
one-two times
three-five times
more than five times

If you have not seen your
guidance counselor for career
Information, why not?

The guidance counselor has
to work with too many
students

I am shy
I feel that the guidance
counselor would not be
to help me with career
information

Haven't gotten around to
thinking about it yet.

No help needed at the
present time

Other

6"%(281) 65% 53% 63% 73%
29%(127) 30% 31% 31% 20%
4%(17) 3% 11% 1% 4%
3%(11) 2% 1% 3% 3%

9%(43) 10% 12% . 7% 7%
3%(36) 7% 5% 7% 13%

able

The guidance counselor mostly-

changes schedules
helps with school problems
helps with personal

problems
gives useful career

information
gives college information

13%(56)

27%(121)

21%(93)
13%(57)

Have you attended any of T*7indsor
High School's weekly career
guidance programs?

yes
no

If no, why not?

63% (275)
50%(218)

35%(152)

37% (165)
49%(217)

16%(68)
84%(364)

This is the first I heard
about it 30%(131)

Not interested in tonic. 24%(107)
Held at a time when it was

difficult for me to
attend 25%(100)

Heard about speaker too late14%(60)
Other 9%(41)

9% 10% 18% 13%

26% 25% 27% 34%

20% 21% 23% 17%
14% 10% 9% 15%

60% 63% 64% 66%
50% 52% 47% 46%

32% 40% 35% 35%

32% 65% 33% 37%
55% G3% 38% 38%

19% 25% 12% 6%
81% 75% 00% 94%

21% 31% 40% 32%
24% 16% 32% 21%

32% 18% 13% 30%
14% 18% 9% 18%
11% 11% 6% 9%



Table 17!

Student Responses to Questions Concerning
General Course Selection and Program of Studies Booklet

10th Grade
Student
Total College

Further Non-
Education College Undecided

(n=439) (n=202) (n=55) (n=115) (n=67)In general, I chose my subjects
because:

They met my interests and
abilities 59 %(250) GGS.3 65% 47% 51%I didn't know what else
to take 20%(37) 15% 18% 23% 22%

My parents wanted me to
take these subjects. . 8%(34) Gt 5% 11% 7%I was interested in material
as presented in course
descriptions 40%(212) 55% 53% 37% 43%

Other students recommended
them 7%(31) G% 9% 7% 7%

Guidance counselor
recommended them . . . . 20%(00) 19% 25% le% .21%

My teacher recommended them 8%(35) 9% 7% 6% Oa
They were easy courses that
would fulfill graduation
requirements 13%(50 6% 11% 24% 15%

How helpful have you found the
Windsor Public Schools' Program

15% 20% 15% 16fi;

of Studies booklet?

very helpful 16% (71)
somewhat helpful 63%(272) G5% 53% 56% 70%
not helpful at all . . 21%(92) le% 27% 27% 14:7:

If not very helpful, how can

37%

35%

18%

21%

32%

45%

38%

14t

13%

30%

35%

32 %

16%

10%

36%

39A

22t

1St

16%

36%

this process be improved?

revise subject descriptions 3et(1GS)
assembly-orientation program
with department head
speakers to discuss
subjects 33%(144)

individual meetings with
guidance counselor . . . 17t(74)

small group meetings with
guidance counselor . . 1e-0(79)

explanation by subject
teacher in classroom . 31%(138)

other 8%(34) 9% 7% 9% 9%
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10th Grade
Student Further Non-
Total College Education College Undecide
77119) (n=202) (n=55) (n=115) (n=67)

If you feel that the description
of subjects in the Program of
Studies booklet needs revising,
please indicate below in which
subject areas:

Social Studies 43%(106) 48%
English 37%(164) 37%
Science 27%(110) 27%
Work Experience Program . 24%(107) 19%
Business Education 19%(85) 13%
Foreign Language 18%(01) 20%
Math 18% (79) 16%
Driver Education 17% (78) 16%
Physical Educatior 14%(64) 13%
Industrial Arts 12%(52) 9%
A:vt 71%(48) 9%
Reading 9?-2(41) 6%
Music 9%(39) 7%
Nurses Aide 8%(37) 7%
limemaking 7%(33) 4%

Wsuld you like a section in the
Program of Studies booklet
wh:l.ch lists subjects by job

'....

42% 39% 36%
44% 36% 34%
27% 24% 28%
24% 30% 33%
27% 23% 25%
20% 15% 18%
21% 19% 10%
18% 17% 24%
18% 16% 13%
13% 16% 12%
13% 12% 13%
9% 11% 13%

15% 9% 7%
9% 6% 12%

11% 10% 9%

prerequisites?

er Oman) 93% 93% GO% el%
no 4%(17) 2% 4% 5% 7%
don't care One way or
the oth-- 8%(37%) 5% 4% 15% 12%
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Table V

Self-Directed Search Inventory
(N =372)

Code Boys
Num5i1&

Girls
% Nurib-51t& %

A 3 (2%) 32 (17%)

E 10 (5%) 3 (2%)

C 7 (4%) 23 (12%)

R 103 (55%) 2 (1%)

I 28 (15%) 8 (4%)

S 35 (19%) 11E (63%)

Subcodes Boys Girls Subcodes Boys Girls

A
ASI
ASE
AES
AIS
AIR
AIE

E
ESR
ERS
ESA
ERC
ESC
EAR
ECI

C
CRI
CEI
CRE
CBS
CER
CRS
CSR
CIS
CSE
CSI
CSA
CIE

Number & %

3 (2%)
SOO

2 (1%)
2 (1%)
3 (2%)
1 (.5%)
1 (.5%)
1 (.5%)I

2 (1%)
1 (.5%).
1 (.5%)
1 (.5%)
1 (.5%)
1 (.5%)

GM

Number &

17 (9%)
7 (4%)
1 (.5%)

5 (3%)
0
2 (1%)

00

O. ONO

2 (1%)

1 (.5%)

1 (.5%)

eill

3 (2%)

1 (.5%)

5 (3%)
4 (2%)
8 (4%)
1 (.5%)

I

RIS
RIA
RIE
RIC
RAI
RSE
REC
REI
RES
RCI
RCE
RSA
RSI
RSC

ISR
IES
IRC
IRS
IAS
ISA
ICR
IRE
ICS
IAR
ICE

Number &

2 (12%)
5 (3%)

18 (10%)
2 (1%)
2 (1%)

23 (12%)
1 (.5%)
4 (2%)
9 (5%)
2 (1%)
2 (1%)

10 (5%)
3 (2%)

5 (3%)
4 (2%)

3 (2%)
4 (2%)
1 (.5%)
5 (3%)
1 (.5%)
3 (2%)
1 (.5%)
1 (.5%)

MP, M.

% Number & %

Maw

111.

.11

=dm sm.

---

1 (.5%)

1 (.5%)

1 (,5%)
3 (2%)

1 (.5%)

2 (1%)

AMIP

1110.0

1 (.5%)



Table V - continuee...

Subcodes Boys Girls
NuBr & %

S
Number & %

SEC 4 (2%) 10 (5%)
SER 5 (3%) 1 (.5%)
SEI 1 (.5%) 4 (2%)
SEA 1 (.5%) 7 (4%)
SCE 2 (1%) 10 (5%)
SRI 2 (1%) 1 (.5%)
SRE 6 (3%) 3 (2%)
SIA 1 (.5%) 12 (6%)
SIB 2 (1%) 12 (6%)
SIC 2 (1%) 5 (3%)
SIR 3 (2%) 3 (2%)
SAE 4 (2%) 24 (13%)
SAC 8 (4%)
SAX 2 (1%) 18 (10%)

t.
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Dear Tenth Grade Student:

Under a Vocational Needs Assessment grant, awarded to
Windsor by the State Department of Education, Windsor High
School is exploring ways to improve its vocational services
to all students. You can help us by completing the attached
questionnaires and returning than to your teacher. Please do
not put your name on these questionnaires.

Please try to answer the questions as frankly and
honestly as possible since without answers of this type,
this study cannot be successful.

Thank you for your help.
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Questionnaire for Students
Windsor High School

Hay 1972

Check one box: /-7 Boy /7 Girl

DEFINITION OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION: education that prepares individuals
for the world of work; occupation and career-oridhted.

Example: A student planning to become a chef (would take food service
courses; a student planning to become-it secretary would take
typing, stenography, etc.

PART I

DIRECTIODIS: Please circle the response which corresponds to your feelings
about each item. Do not spend too much time on any particular
question; there are no right or wrong answers. When your
feelings fall between two choices, select only one.

EXAnPLE: Lost occupational education programs offered
nowadays in high school are hopelessly out-of-date. A U 0
A = Agree U = Uncertain or. Don't' know D = Disagree

This person disagrees with the item to some extent and has
indicated this by circling D(Disagree).

Circle One
1. A larger portion of the Tandsor High School curriculum

should be devoted to occunational education courses. A U D
2. I believe that Windsor High School offers interesting and

useful occupational education courses. A U D

3. Host teachers feel that occupational education courses
are as important as the college prep courses. A U D

4. In my opinion many students\ at "indsor High School in
the college-oriented courses-Would rather be enrolled in
occupational education courses instead. A U D

5. Taking occupational education courses hinders students
interested in college from further education after
graduation from high School. A U D

6. In my opinion the Windsor School system should provide
exploratory occupational education programs in the
elementary and junior high schools. A U D

7. I would like to see the, values of occupational education
made known to more parents. A U D

S. It is more important to provide students with a sound basic
education than to use the time for occupational education. P U D
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9. Most occupational education courses lead nowhere.

10. Uost students who do not continue their formal education
just "drift" into a job after graduation from
landsor high School.

-11. Students should begin occupational programs after they
graduate from high school, not before.

-12. Occupational education is a non-challenging program for
students.

13. host Windsor high School students know what kind of
career they want to follow.

14. fore communication with parents should be developed
explaining occupational opportunities and their
relationship to school courses and nrograms.

Circle One
A U D

A U D

A U D

A U D

A U. D

A U D

PART II

DIRECTIONS: Place a check mark () next to the phrase which best
answers the question.

1. In planning my educational program, I need the most help in knowing
about: (check as many as apply)

(a) graduation requirements
__(b) subject selection
_(c) course prerequisites (example: Spanish I before Spanish II)
__Ad) career information
__(e) extra-curricular activities (sports, clubs, student activities)
---(f) college information
___(g) my own aptitudes and skills needed for success in certain studies
.--(h) no help needed at this tine

2. The courses I aril Presently taking lead to:

(a) college (4 yr. or 2 yr.)
___(b) further education after graduation (trade, technical, business,

beautician school)
(c) no further education after graduation

(d) not sure

3. How sure am I that my present subjects are what I really want?

(a) very sure; they are exactly what I want
(b) somewhat sure; I think they are what I want
---(c) doubtful; I am not too sure they are what I want
(d) I am taking the wrong subjects
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4. In general, I chose my subjects becausei (check no more than two
reasons),

(a) They met my interests and abilities.
(b) I didn't know what else to take.

___(c) Hy parents wanted me to take these subjects.
___(d) I was interested in material as presented in course descriptions.
.--(e).0ther students recommended ther.
.--(f) Guidance counselor recommended then.
___(g) iiy teacher recommended them.
--(h) They were easy courses that would fulfill graduation requirements.

5. How much help do you feel you need with career planning?

(a) Weed considerable help
(b) Could use additional help
(c) Plans are pretty clear and do not need additional help at

this time

6. In planning my career I need help with: (check as many as apply)

(a) tests that will help me with my career plans and decisions
(b) descriptions and information about different kinds of careers
_(c) individual counseling
---(d) information about a specific career already chosen
(e) finding a job
___(f) opportunity to visit local businesses, industries, etc. in the

area of my interest
___(g) no help needed
(h) other (please specify)

7. In the area of occupational education, I would like to see vlindsor
High School offer: (check as many as apply)

(a) the services of a person trained in career counseling
(b) courses that nrovide information about a variety of careers
(c) an information center for literature and pamphlets about

different careers
(d) mini-occupational education courses
(e) nothing more is needed

-(f) other (please specify)

d. Have you discussed career possibilities with any of the following
people in the past school year? (check as many as apply)

___(a) parents
___(b) brother - sister
___(c) school guidance counselor
__Ad) teachers
___(e) friends
___(f) adult not listed

Co on to next page
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4.

9. The guidance counselor mostly: (check as many as apply)

_(a) changes schedules
(b) helps with school problems

__(c) helps with personal problems
(d) gives useful career information

__(e) gives college information

10. Which of the following guidance services have you made use of:
(check as many as apply)

_(a) counselor assistance in selection of subjects
__(b) counselor assistance in course changes
__(c) counselor assistance in solving school problems
_-(d) counselor assistance in dealing with personal or social problems
(e) available career information (example: weekly career

guidance Program)
--(f) available college and/or scholarship information
--(g) none of the above
--(h) other (please specify)

11

a. During the past school year, I have asked my guidance counselor for
career information

__(a) never __(c) three-five times
__(b) one-two times (d) more than five times

b. If you have not seen your guidance counselor for career information,
why not?

(a) The guidance counselor has to work with too many students.
(b) I am shy.
--(c) I feel that the guidance counselor would not be able to help

me with career information.
__(d) Haven't gotten around to thinking about it yet.
(e) No help needed at the present time.
__(f) Other (please specify)

12. I would like to discuss my career plans with: (check as many as apply)

--(a) a guidance counselor who does career counseling as well as
other counseling (school, personal, etc.)

--(b) a guidance counselor who concentrates on career counseling
--(c) an outside person (not from school) who concentrates on

career counseling
--(d) a teacher who concentrates on career counseling
--(e) family
z=lf)--other students
-_(g) no one
__(h) other (please specify)
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13. How definite is your present choice of occupation?

__(a) very definite; I'm very sure about what I want to do
__(b) fairly definite; I could change my mind, but as of now, my

present choice seems best for me
__(c) fairly indefinite; this seemed to be the best choice, but

now I'm beginning to wonder
__(d) very indefinite; I am very uncertain now as to.what my

occupational goals should be
__(e) definite; but I am unhappy with the choice

14. Based upon the facts I have now, my plans for the future are

(f)
(g)

--(h)
(i)
--(j)

(k)

(1)

no definite plans right now
to quit school and go to work
to go right to work after graduation with no future education
to graduate from high school and become a housewife
to graduate from high school and work for a company which will

train me on the job or send me to school
to graduate, then enter military service and go to schotlinsay.
to enter military service and go to school when I get out
go to a private, technical, trade, business or beautician scnocl
to complete a junior college program (degree or certificate)
go to a junior college and transfer to a four-year college
go right to a four-year college or university
other

15.
a. how helpful have you found the !andsor Public Schools' Program of

Studies booklet? (green book which lists subjects)

(a) very helpful
(b) somewhat helpful
(c) not helpful at all

b. If not very helpful, how can this process be imoroved?(check
as apply)

(a) revise subject descriptions
(b) assemblyorientation program with department head speakers

discuss subjects
__(c) individual meetings with guidance counselor
__(d) small group meetings with guidance counselor
__(e) explanation Ly subject teacher in classroom
__(f) other (please srecify)

c. If you feel that the description of subjects in the Program of StiC:.Li
booklet needs revising, please LETET5F4E-NTRIEHich subject aro6s1

__Social Sttidies
1.1ath

__Reading
__Science

__Foreign language
__Business Ed "cation
__Art
_Industrial Arts
__Homemaking

CO on to next page

__Music
__Physical Educatioll
Driver Education
_Work Expeie,73

Program
__Nurses Aide
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d. Mould you like a section in the Program of Studies booklet which
lists subjects by job Prerequisites (those subjects needed.for a
particular job)? For example, if you were planning a career in Art,
you would look under ART and find a list of subjects needed for that
field.

--Yes

__Don't care one way or the other'

1;

a. Have you attended any of ';andor High School's weekly career guidance
programs? (Outside speaker describes and discusses his particular
occupation in a group meeting with interested students.)

_Yes
No

b. If no, why not?

_(a) This is the first I heard about it.
___(b) Not interested in tonic.
___(c) Held .at a time when it was difficult for me to attend.
__Ad) Heard about speaker too late.

Other (please specify)

17. Please list below the job preparation courses, if any, that you would
like to see offered at Tlindsor High School.

Mf.f

important to you are each of the job features listed below? Circle yo:::
c.-.:-s as follows:

t:.ctremely important = 5
vary important = 4
fairly important = 3
not very important = 2
not at all hmportadt= 1

rable Job Features
Circle One

Not
rxtreraely c."2.

Security, cob is stable 5 4 3 2 :I.

Opportunities to meet people 5 4 3 2 1

Satisfaction in what you make or do 5 4 3 2 1

Working-with children 5 4 3 2 3.

OpporLonity for improvement, onthe-job training.
education 5 4 3 2 a.

Opportunities to be alone 5 4 3 2 1
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Circle One

Not at
all .

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

2 1

Extremely
Outdoor work 5 4 3

A lot of responsibility 5 4 3

Opportunities to meet opposite sex 5 4 3

Excitement, changes 5 4 3

Good working hours 5 4 3

Physical work, opportunity to work with hands 5 4 3

A "thinking" job 5 4. 3

Independence, freedom 5 4 3

Opportunity to travel 5 4 3

Opportunity for advancement 5 4 3

'Opportunity to serve others 5 4 3

Easy job, easy to learn 5 4 3

Prestige, authority in job 5 4 3

Fringe benefits, insurance, vacations 5 4 3

Potential income, high pay 5 4 3

Specialization, chance to be expert 5 4 3
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Questionnaire for Tenth grade Students

Windsor High School

May, 1972

Please do not put your name on this questionnaire.
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Part I

This is a questionnaire concerning the way people feel about work; It
is a measure of your opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. Read
each statement carefully and indicate the degree to which you agree or
disagree with each statement. On the top of each page, there are six
different phrases with numbers corresponding to them. Please write the
number of the phrase which best describes your agreement or disagreement in
the space provided. For example, if after reading a statement you decide
that you strongly disagree with it, then you would put the number "1" on
the line to the left of the statement. If you mildly disagree with the
statement you would write in the number "3", and so on. Please be sure to
give only one answer to each statemart.

6 = Strongly Agree
5 = Agree
4 = Nildly Agree
3 = Mildly Disagree
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

1. One of.the reasons that I will work is to make my family respect me.

2. A man does nct deserve respect just because he has a good job.

3. A job with prestige is not necessarily a better job than one which
does not have prestige.

4. My friends would not think much of me if I did not have a good job.

5. A job which requires the employee to be busy during the day is better
than a job which allows a lot of loafing.

Most companies have suggestion boxes for their workers, but I doubt
that the companies take these suggestions seriously.

7. A good worker cares about finding ways to improve his job, and when
he has an idea, he should nass it on to his supervisor.

C. If the perion can get away with it, he should try to work just a
little slower than the boss expects him to.

9. A man should ho3d a second job to bring in extra money if he can
get it.

__10. A worker should feel some responsibility to do a decent job whether
or not his supervisor is around.

11. A worker who has an idea abort how to improve his job should drop a
note in the ccmpany suggestion box.

12. A man should choose the job which pays the most.

go on to next page
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96 = Strongly Agree
5 = Agree
4 = Mildly Agree
3 = Uildly Disagree
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

__13. There is nothing wrcng with doing a rcor job at work if a men can geraway with it.

IA. A good worker is interested in helping a now worker learn his jog,

_15. Prestige should not be a factor in choosing a job.

16. A an should always be thinking about pulling himself up in the worldand should work hard with the hone of being promoted to a higher-level job.

_17. The best job that a worker can get is one which permits him to doalmost nothing during the work day.

18. If I were paie by the hour, I would probably turn down most offers
to make extra money by working overtime.

_19. A man should take the job which offers the most overtime if the
regular pay on the jobs is about the smo.

20. If a worker has a chcice between going to the company picnic orstaying home, he would probably be better off at home.

_21. Lven if a worker has a very low-level job in a company, it is still
possible for him to make suggestions which will affect company polio y.

--22. The man who holds down a good job is the most respected man in theneighborhood.

--23. When he can got away with it, an employee should take it easy.

24. The trouble with too many people is that when they find a job inwhich they are interested, they don't try to get a better job.

_25. A worker who takes lona rest pauses is nrobably a poor worker.

_26. A ran should choose one job over another mostly because of the
higher wages.

i-27. There is nothing as satisfying as doing the beet job possible.

--28. Once a week. after the work day is over, a company may have their
workers get together in groups for the purpose of discussing possiblejob changes. A good worker should remein after quitting time toparticipate in these discussions.

--29. The only good part of most jobs is the Paycheck.

go on to next Page.
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6 = Strongly Agree
5 = Agree
4 = Mildly Agree
3 = Hildly Disagree
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

3.

_30. If something is wrong with a job, a smart worker will mind his own
business and let somebody else conrlain about it.

31. having a good job makes a nerson more worthy of praise from his
friends and family.

32. A person would soon grow tired of loafing on a job and would
probably be haprior if he worked hard.

33. A well paying job that offers little ornortunity for advancement is
not a good job for me.

_34. 'len a man is looking for a job, money should not be the most
important consideration.

35. Only a fool worries about doing his job well, since it is important
only that you do your job well enough not to get fired.

__36. A worker should do his job and forget about such things as company
meetings or company activities.

_37 As far as my friends are concerned, it could not make any difference
if I worked regularly or only once in a while.

If a person is given a choice between jobs which pay the same money,
he should choose the one which allows him to do as little work as
possible.

A good job is a well paying job.

_AO. Even though they make the same amount of money, the person who works
in an office has a more impressive job than does the person working
as a sales clerk.

41 A person should try to stayamy all day rather than try to find ways
to get out of doing work.

42. A man -should=take a job that nays more than some other job he could
get even if he cannot stand the people he works with.

_43. The most important thing a man should feel about his job is that he
enjoys working at it.

Doing a good job should meAn as much to a worker as a good paycheck.

__45. If a worker keeps himself busy on his job, the working day passes
more quickly than if he were loafing.
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6 = Strongly Agree
5 = Agree
4 = Mildly Agree
3 = Uildly Disagree
= Disagree

1 = Strongly Disagree

4.

_46. An employee has an obligation to voice his objections to company
policy on pollution and ecology.

_47. Using someone as a steppinr stone should be commonly practiced in
the business world.

_40. An employer who seeks the opinions of his employees is helping the
company to grow.

_49. Our society would have fewer problems if people had less free time.

_50. Allowing your employees to rarticipate in making decisions about
matters which affect them will lead to their full cooperation.

_51. Vost people who don't succeed in life are just plain lary.

--52. In order that you may get full cooperation from your workers, you
should make it possible for them to rnrticipate in decision-making
in matters that will affect them.

_53. I will not take up a job unless I know that it can lead to better
positions.

--54. I would not like to work in a company which manufactures explosives
or equipment for use in furthering wars.

55. Being included in decisionmaking will encourage employees and
increase their ambition.

--56. Today, the existence of a company depends largely on understanding
and responding to the needs of the community.

__57 Companies should offer incentive and training programs for
employees to improve their skills and develop new ones.

_56. Any man who is able and willing to lork hard has a aood chance of
succeeding.

59. It is the responsibility of the individual to find meaning in his
work.

__60. The concept of "using" other people is totally unacceptable to me.

--61. A boss is not entitled to my respect until he earns it.

-62. Companies should set an example for their employees by taking the
first step in providing for the welfare of society.

63. Age does not automatically command respect.

go on to next page
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6 = Strongly Agree
5 = Agree
4 = Hildly Agree
3 = klildly Disagree
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

11111Wr" IV

5.

__64.11 An employee's mnin commitment should be to the human race; his job
should be secondary.

__65. People who fail at a job have usually not tried hard enough.

--66. Any boss who needlessly throws his weight around Ceserves all the
trouble his employees givett him.

67. One shoulc accept authority only from those who are competent and
Humane.

--68. There a decision affecting many workers has to he made quickly, the
manager should make the decision himself without consulting the
workers involved.

--69. Employees don't have the skills and knowledge to rake a useful
contribution to decisions which affect them.

4 M4
--70. The van who can approach an unpleasant task with enthusiasm is the

man who gets ahead.

--71. Every organi:ation should promote a high degree of social awareness
among its employees.

72. ';losses should not make decisions which affect employees without first
consulting the employees about their opinions.

73. Getting ahead at someone else's expense holds little attraction
for me.

__74. If one works hard enough he is likely to rake a good life for himself.

__75. Concerned employees should try to influence organiliations to become
more aware of social problems.

76. I refuse to knowingly harm anyone in ry efforts to get ahead.

__77. A boss should be given resrect only if he deserves it.

__70. If my work did not "rovido onnortunity for self-improvement, I would
quit to find a more challencing job.

__79. I would not work for a company which conducts military research.

__00. I can excuse using other people to reach an attractive goal.

__01. A person should look fora company whose socialiialues agree closely
with_his_own.

go on to next page.
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6 = Strongly Agree
5 = Agree
4 = Mildly Agree
3 = Uildly Disagree
2 = Disagree
1 = Strongly Disagree

02. The only way to survive in today's business is to walk over anyone
between you and your goal.

03. A boss who has his position of
seniority should be challenged

_04. Taking advantage of coworkers
with business principles.

_05. Employees should have the opportunity to participate as actively as
they desire in the decision making process of their company.

_06. A wise employer often consults with his employees before making a
final decision.

authority nrimarily because of
by his workers.

for one's own gain does not ao along

Part II

1.. Check one: Boy Girl

2. Number of family members living at home: members

3. In what area of the 'Country have you spent most of your life?
(Check One)

__a. the west
__b. the midwest
--c. the northeast

south .'

.-e. outside the United States

4. where have you lived most of your life? (Check One)

__in the country
_in a small town
_in a city of 10,000 to 100,000
_in a city larger than 100,000

5. How much education did your father have? (Check the highest level
completed.)
__Oth grade or less
--more than .0th grade but less than 12th grade
_.12th grade (high school craduate)
__sorae college or 'other education beyond high school
college graduate (4 yr, college)

__post-college education
go on to next page
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6. How much education did your mother. have?. (Gbook-.the
highest level completed.)

__Cth grade or less
Fiore -than 3th grade but less than 12th grade
12th grade (high school graduate)

__some college or other education beyond high school
__college graduate (4 yr. college)
post-college education

7. What is (was) your father's occupation?

C. What is (was your mother's occupation?

9. Check the areas of interest which you now take part in Practically
every month. (Check all that apply.)

work around home, doing tousework or home repairs
participate in some athletic activity

c. watch some athletic activity
_O- . listen to radio or watch TV

visit with friends
__f. work with comrunity or religious agencies
_ g. travel
__Ii. participate in recreation or hobbies such as playing cards,

ham radio, shop work, sewing, etc.
__i. actively participate in school or outside clubs

movies
__k. dating

other. (please list)

10. Do you plan to go to a four-year college? (Check One)

Yes ';';aybe No

11. Do your parents want you to go to college? (Check One)
Yes ilavbe !10-

12. How much interest do your parents show in your school work?.
(Check One)

._a. little ,interest
__b. moderates interest
__c. strong interest

very strone! interest

13. How much. spoken or unspoken -gyres sure for good school performance do
you feel from home? (Check One)

__little pressure
__moderate pressure
__strong pressure
__very strong pressure

go on to next rage
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14. biota involved are your parents in planning what subjects you take
in school?

plan my schedule on my own
We talk it over, then I decide
__My parents decide what I should take

8.

15. What occupation do you plan to go into after you finish your education?

16. How many summers have you worked? summers

17. How many years have you worked part time after school? years

18. What one thing which you cannot afford now would you nost like to
afford eventually?

19. If you could go into any occupation you wanted to, which occupation
would you choose?

20. How much money per year do you hope to earn at the age of
twenty-five?

per year

21. Based on the facts I have now, my plans for the future are:

__a. no definite plans right now
__b. to quit school and go to work
__c. to go right to work after high school with no future education
__d. to graduate from high school and become a housewife
__e. to graduate from high school and work for a company which will

train me on the job or send me to school
__f. to graduate, then enter military service and go to school in

the service
_...g. to enter military service and go to school when I get out
__h. go to a private, technical, trade, business or beautician school

to complete a junior college program (degree or certificate)
__j. go to a junior college and transfer to a four-year college
k. go right to a four-year college or university

__1. other (please specify)
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Dear Twelfth Grade Student:

Under a Vocational Needs Assessment Grant, awarded to
Windsor by the State Department of Education, Windsor High
School is exploring ways., to improve its vocational -
occupational courses for alritudents. You can help us by
completing the attached questionnaire and returning it to
Mr. Levine. Please do not put your name on this questionnaire.

Thank you for your help.



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 12th GRADE STUDENTS

1. PLEASE CHECK ONE: girl _boy
2. ARE YOU PLANNING TO ATTEND COLLEGE? __yes _no
3. HOW DEFINITE IS YOUR PRESENT CHOICE OF OCCUPATION? CHECK ONE:

_-a. Very Definite; I'm very sure about what I want to do.
-_b. Fairly Definite; I could change my mind, but as of now, my

present choice seems best for me.
--c. Fairly Indefinite; This seemed to be the best choice, but

now I'm beginning to wonder.
__d. Very Indefinite; I am very uncertain now as to what my

occupational goals should be.
__e. Definite; but I am unhappy with the choice.

4. IN PLANNING MY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN HIGH SCHOOL, I NEEDED THE
MOST HELP IN KNOWING ABOUT: (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)
a. graduation requirements
b. subject selection
c. course prerequisites (example: Spanish I before Spanish II)
__d. career information
e. extra-curricular activities (sports, clubs)
f. college information
g. my own aptitudes and skills needed for success in certain

studies
__b. no help

5 IN PLANNING MY CAREER, I COULD HAVE USED HELP WITH: (CHECK AS
MANY AS-APPLY)
_-a. tests that will help me with my career plans and decisions

b. descriptions and ,information about different kinds of careers
--c. individual counseling
--d. information about a specific career already chosen
--e. finding a job
--f. opportunity to visit local businesses, industries, etc. in

the area of my interest
no help needed

--h. other (please specify)

6. WITH WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE YOU DISCUSSED CAREER
POSSIBILITIES IN THE PAST SCHOOL YEAR? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)
._a. parents __01. teachers
b. brother-sister __e. friends
--c. school guidance counselor f. adult not listed

7. I WOULD HAVE LIKED TO DISCUSS MY CAREER PLANS WITH: (CHECK ASMANY AS APPLY)
a guidance counselor who does career counseling as well as

other counseling (school, personal, etc.)
__b. a guidance counselor who concentrates on career counseling

c. an outside person (not from school) who concentrates on
career counseling

__d. a teacher who concentrates on career counseling
__e. family
__f. other students

no one
__h. other (please specify)

Go on 'to next page
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8. IN THE AREA OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, I WOULD HAVE LIKED WINDSORHIGH SCHOOL TO HAVE OFFERED: (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)--A. the services of a person trained in career counselingJ. courses that provide information about a variety of careers__c. an information center for literature and pamphlets aboutdifferent careers
__d. mini-occupational education courses
__e. nothing more is needed
__f. other (please specify)

9. A LARGER PORTION OF THE WINDSOR HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM SHOULD BEDEVOTED TO OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION COURSES:Agree Uncertain Disagree
10. I WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE VALUES OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION MADEKNOWN TO MORE PARENTS. Agree __Uncertain _Disagree11. I BELIEVE THAT WINDSOR HIGH SCHOOL OFFERS INTERESTING AND USEFULOCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION COURSES. Agree Uncertain DisagreePART II
HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU ARE EACH OF THE JOB FEATURES LISTED BELOW? CIRCLEYOUR ANSWERS AS FOLLOWS:
5 = extremely 4 = very

important important

DESIRABLE JOB FEATURES

Security, -viob is stable
Opportunities to meet people
Satisfa.Ttion in what you make
fiailiiT7TIEEchildren
Opportunity for improvement,

education
Opportunities to be alone
Outdoor work
A of of responsibility

3 = fairly 2 = not,very .1 = rotataU.
important important important

or do

on-the-job training,

Circle One
Not at

Extremely all
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4. 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Opportunities to meet opposite sex
Excitement, changes
Good working hours
Physical work, opportunity to work with handsA "thinking' job
Independence, freedom
Opportunity to travel
Opportunity for advancement
Opportunity to serve others
Easy job, easy to learn
Prestige, authority in job
Frin e benefits, insurance, vacations
Potential ncome, high pay
g-ibialization, chance to be expert

5
5

5
5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2
2

2
2

1
1
1
1
1
3.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1



Dear Twelfth Grade Student:

Under a Vocational Needs Assessment Grant, awarded to
Andsor by the State Department of Education, Windsor High
School is exploring ways to improve its vocational -
occupational courses for all students. You can help us by
completing the attached questionnaire and returning it to
Mr. Levine. Please do not put your name on this questionnaire.

Thank you for your help.

c's8



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 12th GRADE STUDENTS

1. PLEASE CHECK ONE: girl _boy
2. ARE YOU PLANNING TO ATTEND COLLEGE? __yes _no
3. HOW DEFINITE IS YOUR PRESENT CHOICE OF OCCUPATION? CHECK ONE:

a. Very Definite; I'm very sure about what I want to do.
__Jb. Fairly Definite; I could change my mind, but as of now, my

present choice seems best for me.
__c. Fairly Indefinite; This seemed to be the best choice, but

now I'm beginning to wonder.
Very. Indefinite; I am very uncertain now as to what my

occupational goals should be.
Definite; but I am unhappy with the choice.

4. IN PLANNING MY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN HIGH SCHOOL, I NEEDED THE
MOST HELP IN KNOWING ABOUT: (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)

graduation requirements
b. subject selection

c. course prerequisites (example: Spanish I before Spanish II)
--d. career information
e. extra-curricular activities (sports, clubs)
__f. college information

my own aptitudes and skills needed for success in certain
studies

h. no help
5. IN PLANNING MY CAREER, I COULD HAVE USED HELP WITH: (CHECK AS

MANY AS APPLY)
--a. tests that will help me with my career plans and decisions
__b. descriptions and' information about different kinds of career
c. individual counseling
__d. information about a specific career already chosen
--e. finding a job

f. opportunity to visit local businesses, industries, etc. in
the area of my interest

g. no help needed
_h. other (please specify)

6. WITH WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE YOU DISCUSSED CAREER
POSSIBILITIES IN THE PAST SCHOOL YEAR? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY) -
-a. parents teachers
b. brother-sister _e. friends
c. school guidance counselor __f. adult not listed

7. I WOULD HAVE LIKED TO DISCUSS MY CAREER PLANS WITH: (CHECK AS
MANY AS APPLY)
__a. a guidance counselor who does career counseling as well as

other counseling (school,personal, etc.)
__b. a guidance counselor who concentrates on career counseling
__c. an outside person (not from school) who concentrates on

career counseling
a teacher who concentrates on career counseling

e. family
L_f. other students
__g. no one
_h. other (please specify)

Go on to next page
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8. IN THE AREA OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION, I WOULD HAVE LIKED WINDSORHIGH SCHOOL TO HAVE OFFERED: (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)__a. the services of a person trained in career counselingJ. courses that provide information about a variety of careers__c. an information center for literature and pamphlets about-different careers
__A. mini-occupational education courses
__e. nothing more is needed
__f. other (please specify)

9. A LARGER PORTION OF THE WINDSOR HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM SHOULD BEDEVOTED TO OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION COURSES:_Agree Uncertain _Disagree
10. I WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE VALUES OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION MADEKNOWN TO MORE PARENTS. Agree Uncertain _Disagree11. I BELIEVE THAT WINDSOR HIGH SCHOOL OFFERS INTERESTING AND USEFULOCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION COURSES. Agree Uncertain DisagreePART II
HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU ARE EACH OF THE JOB FEATURES LISTED BELOW? CIRCLEYOUR ANSWERS AS FOLLOWS:
5 = extremely 4 = verf 3 = fairly 2 = notimportant important important important

DESIRABLE JOB FEATURES

very 1 = notatall
important

Circle One
Not at

all
5 4 3 2 1

ExtremelySecurity, job is stable
Opportunities to meet people

5 4 3 2 1Satisfaction in what you make or do 5 4 3 2 IWorking with children
5 4 3 2 1Opportunity for improvement, on-the-job training,education
5 4 3 2 1Opportunities to be alone
5 4 3 2 1Outdoor work
5 4 3 2 1A lot of responsibility
5 4 3 2 1Opportunities to meet opposite sex 5 4 3 2 1Excitement, changes
5 4 3 2 1Good working hours
5. 4 3 2 1Physical work, opportunity to work with hands 5 4 3 2 1A "thinking" 'oh)
5 4 3 2Independence, freedom
5 4 3 2 1Opportunity to travel
5 4 3 2 1Opportunity for advancement
5 4 3 2Opportunity to serve others
5 4 3 2 1Easy job, easy to earn
5 4 3 2 1Prestige,-authority in job
5 4 3 2 . 1Fringe benefits, insurance, vacations
5 4 3 2 1Potential income, high pay
5 4 3 2 1SpiiTriaion, chance to be expert 5 4 3 2 1



Educational Research Associates
315 "hitney ,Avenue

New Haven, Connecticut

nay 3, 1972

Dear Faculty Member:

Under a Vocational Needs Assessment grant, awarded to
Windsor by the State Department of Education, 'Tindsor High
School is exploring ways to improve its vocational services
to all students. Since faculty attitudes and opinions are
so important to program development, please complete the
attached questionnaire today and return it to your department
head in the envelope provided. Statistical analyses will be
conducted by Educational Research Associates on an aggregate
basis, insuring that no individual will be identified. Please
do not put your name on this questionnaire.

Please try to answer the questions as candidly as
possible since without answers of this type, this study
cannot be successful.

We would like to thank you in advance for your
cooperation.

Educational Research Associates



Educational Research Associates
Faculty Questionnaire On Occupational Education

Uindsor High School
May, 1972

Faculty Position (check one box)

/-7 (Eng.,Soc. Stud.,Nathlreading, / 7 (Bus. Ld.,Indus. Arts,Homemaking,Science,For. Lang.,Art,Husic, Vocational ducation)Driver 11d.,Phys. rd.)

1

DEFINITION OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION: rOucation that provides individualswith.a marketable and salable skill or set of skills for initialentry in the world of work; occupation and career-oriented.

Please? ..circle the response Ihich corresronds to your feelingsabout each item. Do not spend too much time- on- any particularquestion; there are no right or wrong answers. When yourfeelings fall between two choices, select only one.
WIMPLE:, lost occupational-educational programs offered nowadaysin high school are hopelessly out-ofdate. SA A U (D) SD
SA = Strongly Agree U = Uncertain or Don't know D = Disagree

SD = Strongly .Dialgree .

This person disagrees with the item to some extent and hasindicated this by circling D(Disagree).

Circle One1. Students should begin occupational programs after theygraduate from high school, not before. SA A U D SD
-2. In- my opinion, most students who take occupational

education in high school lack too many other
scholastic skills.

SA A U -D *SD
3. tlindsor High- School should immediately expand

occupational education programs. ..SA: A U D SD
4. In my opinion a graduate of a high school occupational
- educationprogram is generally suited for unskilled work. St? A U D SD(21

- J._ A larger portion of the Tandsor high School curriculum
-should_be devoted to occupational education.

G._ High schools should encourage bright students to enterchallenging occupational prograns.

I .believe that 1%indsor High School offers interestingand useful occupational education courses.

8. I believe that the function of a high school is to.. develop occupational.. skills in all of its students.

9. In my opinion taking occupational education courses..hinders students interested in college from further
education.after high school.

Co.on-to next rage
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Educational Research Associates

10. In my opinion thd 'Andsor School system should rrovide
exploratory occupational education programs in the
elementary and junior high schools.

11. I am thoroughly sold on offering occupational
education in Windsor High School. SA

12. I would like to see the values of occupational
education made known to more narents. SA

Circle One

SA

13. It is more important to provide students with a sound
-basic education than to use the time for occupational
education.

14. I think more occupational education should be
encouraged among Uindsor High School students.

15. The occupational education program in rindsor High
School should be intended mainly for youth of
limited academic talent.

A 16. Most Windsor High School occupational education
courses in my opinion lead nowhere.

17. In my opinion many students at :andsor High School
in the college-oriented courses would rather be
enrolled in occupational education courses instead.

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

18. Many students seek out their teachers for career advice. SA

19. I feel qualified to discuss career possibilities in
my subject area.

20. I feel comfortable discussing career possibilities
with students. SA

21. I feel that most Windsor High School students know
what kind of. career they want to follow.

SA

22. Occupational education is a non-challenging program
for students.

23. I believe that Vindsor high School needs a person
whose sole responsibility is "career counseling".

SA

SA

SA

24. Most students who do not continue their formal
education just "drift" into a job after graduation. SA

25. In my opinion each Windsor High School department
should participate in developing a unit outlining
the wide range of job opportunities available in
their. area.

93
Go on to next page
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A U D Sp

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D' SD

A

A

U

U D

am,

SD

A U D sr

A U D SD

A U D SD

A, U D SD

A U D sr)

A

r

U D SD

A U D SD
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Educational Research Associates
3.

2G. If such a unit were then offered to students,

__(a) I would be willing to teach the unit.
__(b) I would .be willing to teach the unit after some in-service

training.
(c) I would not be willing to teach the unit.

27. In planning their educational programs, T7indsor ttigh School students
need the most help in knowing about: (check any which array)

__(a) graduation requirements
(L) possible elective courses

__(c) course prerequisites
__(d) career information
__(e) extra curricular activities
__(f) collese information

(g) no help needed

a:

28. lath whom do you thin]: most "incisor High School students discuss
career possibilities: (check any which apply)

(a) parents
__(b) siblings
__(c) school counselors
__(d) teachers

(e) peers
(f) adult not listed above

29. In the area of occupational education, r would like !' "incisor High School
to offer: (check any which.arply)

(a) exploratory careeroriented courses
__(b) the services of a person trained in career counseling

(c) a course in
__(d) an information center for literature and namphiets relating

to different careers
--(e) nothing more is needed
__(f) other (please srecify)

. We are intereste:: ii any cowrents or sum,esti ors you have for imvoving
vocational services at vinesor hich School.


